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and at least
that the revenue was needed. But here Is a simple
proposition to establish a tax for the
purpose of reducing swollen fortunes,
an dif it brings revenue, which we do
not need, we can readjust our revenue
system so as to abolish other taxes. A
progressive income tax would naturally be the next step.
But our statesmen are not content
with the exercise of powers granted
even though they exercise them for
very different purposes from those intended, thereby twisting and wrenching the constitution violently.
The
possible exercise of granted powers Is
far too limited to1 meet the needs of
the 1iour, They have advanced a new
and marvelous doctrine In as flagrant
to the constitution as
contradiction
one can well conceive. It may be
called the doctrine of continuous Jurisdiction. The whole field of possible
governmental authority, according to
this theory, is divided between the
11
state and federal governments. There
Is no gap
the Held is continuous.
Whatever does not belong to the state
government belongs to the feder-i- l
What does not belong to
President of Illinois University government. government
belongs to the
the federal
And If the
in Daring Address at James- state government.
does not advance to ocl
Its portion of the field the
town Advocates' Adoption of cupy government
must do It for It all
tftis in flat contradiction to the constiNew Organic Law,
tution, which says expressly that ill
powers not granted to the federal government or prohibited to it or the
states, are hereby reserved to the peoPRESENT IMSTRUMENT
ple or the states respectively thus esPRONOUNCED ARCHAIC tablishing in so manyor words a disconbetter said thü
tinuous jurisdiction,
possibility of it. From sueh a doctrine
thl9 it would only be a single step
Twentieth ;Century, Problems as
to the further proposition that if the
state did not occupy the field satisfacRequire Twentieth . Century torily if Its laws were not efficient
It would be the duty of the feJvnl
Means. for Their Solution; government to advance and extend Its
Jurisdiction over the field to the ultimate exclusion of the state. This is
Statesmen Afraid of Issue,
with a
liberal Interpretation

government and this
will surely be granted If In no other
way than by substituting the authority
to do so under the power of congress
over Interstate commerce or by some
other equally forced construction.
The' regulation of swollen fortunes,
the limitation of overgrown corporate
power, the abatement of abuses grow-- ,
ing out of undue' concentration of
wealth, the adequate taxation 'of absentee landlords and employers all
these problems will call for the cooperation of the federal power, and If
It cannot' he obtained' by direct grant,
It will be Inferred for construed or Interpreted from or; with the constitution as It Is.
There' are other great questions
which have not yet become critical
which will call for and receive federal assistance in their solution. Education Is certainly a national interest
if there is one. It is pluln that It can
never be adequately cared for without
the
of the federal power,
and It Is equally plain that this co
operation will be given. In fact, thefl
national government has already rendered great help In the building up
of our educational institutions, and it
is only at the beginning of this work.
In short, and this sums up the
whole case we are, today a nation
with an ever increasing consciousness
of ourunlty, with an ever clearer recognition of our solidarity, with an
ever Increasing determination to do
what la necessary for the welfare of
the nation, no matter what becomes
of the constitution In the process.
We forget sometimes by what a
world of change we are separated
from the times and conditions of thn
men who drew the Instrument.
In
agriculture we have introduced the
machine instead of the tools; In Industry we have replaced wind and
water by steam and electricity, in politics we have abolished liuman slavory
and accepted, In principle
at least,
manhood suffrage on the basis of the
elective franchise. Theirs was a league
of small states of sparse population;
of little wealth; of small commerce;
without banks; with few schools; with
an aristocratic organization of society
based on human slavery. Outf
i
nation of world wide extent and Importance; leader of modern states In
agriculture, in commerce. In industry;
democratic In form and becoming ever
more democratic In spirit.
Is It any wonder that a co ist'tiiUon
suited to their conditions is by n)
means adapted to ours? Or should" we
be surprised that we have been compelled to change this Instrument partly
by torce as In and after the.clvi' war,
partly by construction and Interpolation and one may almost say by violation and disregard Into something new
and strange which the framers of the
sjme could by no possibility recog-
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Under such a process as this wa
Norfolk, Va., Sept. 14. A large
gradually develop a supreme
number of Illlnoisians, headed by Gov- should
would
ernor Charles S. Deneen, participated centralized government which
today In the celebration of Illinois, day extend Ua Jurisdiction. Into every field
at the Jamestown exposition. Dr. Ed- and graduallyanysupersede that of the
rate emasculate th in
mund J. James,: president of the Uni- states, or ot
versity of Illinois, was the orator of to such an extent as to deprive then
the day. Brief addresses were also of all initiative and efficiency.
Surely this Is not the process ly.
made by Governor Deneen and Governor Swanson, of Virginia. A lunch- which an intelligent and free people
eon was tendered the party this aft- should work out a proper distribution
ernoon by the exposition management, of powers between state and nation;'
between the central and local governfollowed by a parade of troops. .
Dr. James took as his subject the ments.
need of a new federal constitution. He
The possible solution of the great
spoke In part as follows:
problems of our civilization depends
It is highly demoralizing for an in- among other things upon a pr.ipor
dividual, a state or nation to pretend distribution of governmental powers
to live up to a principle and 'make no between the locality, the state, the naattempt to do bo; to pretend to ob- tion.' This proper distribution will nize
serve a law and yet habitually violate never come about by accident. It will
The question now Ja what of thj fuit; to pretend to keep within the lim- be the result of foresight, thought and ture? About the only thing which Is
its of a written constitution and yet experiment.
cer'aln Is that we shall remain one
constantly overstep them.
Let one think that the problem will nation and do whatever the
Is
solve
govIt
equally, if not more, demoralItself or that the federal
of the nation demand. B'lt shall we
izing to go our way, do what we please ernment will be held in check by the il j it in continuous 'viola 'on aid
without regartf to anything but our courts.
of the provisions of an exiting
own views of expediency and then
In the first place, It Is not a ques- even though in some respects obsomaintain that all these things 'are in tion primarily of'holding the gover
lete, constitution protesting l.i the
harmony with our professed princiIn check at all, but of finding meantime our
to this instruples, our accepted laws and our writ- what powers it should exercise in the ment, or shall devotion
we adopt In this cas
ten Constitution, when In order to Jus- Interest of the nation and then giving airo the well defined American
practify this view, It be necessary to inter- it these powers )n plain, intelligible tice of reconstructing the instumen: so
pret these principles, laws or consti- terms. And this, of course, is no futir j at. to bring It into harmony wl'h our
tution in such a way as to vlolute all tktn of the courts, but is the function present and future conditions.
rules of logic and accepted canons of of a constitutional convention.
The cry of some people who see
....
.1
lnternretntlon. In the second place, the courts, far with clear, eye the necessity of some
This is what we are doing In the from being a check upon the federal change in our policy is, "Back to the
United States today In respect of our government, have on the whole and fathers. Give us the constitution as i
federal constitution. So far has this in the long run been the most power- was. Let us return to thr good old
process of construction been carried ful, apologists and defenders of fed,
vavt."
that the confidence of the average eral encroachment upon Indlvldu'il
This U, of course. Idle prating. Tiie
man in the protections and guaran- and states rights. And they always will past la gone never to return, an.l with
tees of the constltuion has been pro- be so. In the first place they are the It the old constitution, the oil probfoundly shaken. It Is no uncommon j creatures of the legislative and ex lems and their solutions.'
remark that If the constitution is the ecutive authority and feel themselves
Ours are
twentieth century
only thing which stands In the way of naturally to be a part of the sam problems and the
our faces must be toa proposed law, gome means can be bod v. In the second tilace. bv n law ward the twentieth century
lie
with
of their own being they are bound to threatening but glorious outlook.all
found of evading that.
The fact is that we have come face consider every law passed by the legWe have our choice between, one of
to face In our national development islative authority as constitutional un- several policies:
with problems of such complexity and less It Is verv plainly not so. Th t
First Retaining the presen, constisuch magnitude that they cannot be must give the benefit of the. doubt tution and trying to observa its provisolved without a large
of to the government. The fact of the sions. This is destined lo be a failthe federal government; and this co- passage of a law raises a presumption ure and the attempt may do us great
operation cannot be extended within In fuvor of Its constitutionality.
Fur- harm by pu"l'ig off the d it of
ther, they always refuse to consider
the limits of the constitution as it is
solution.
unless Indeed we are willing to adopt the question of constitutionality of n
Retaining the present oon-s- il
Second
new and enlarged principles of con- law unless It comes before them In
In form but profiling with
uilon
struction which would practically nul- volved In some case In law or equltv
necessary legislation, trusting to the
lify the most Important provision in and then they will decide the case if courts to find Justification
for such acthe constitution and convert it from possible without passing on the constition by a prgressively
Interan instrument delegating certain lim- tutionality of the law.
In a word, pretation and constructionlibfii
jf the conited functions, Into an Instrument vest- they are supporters, not critics, of the stitution.
ing an unlimited and ever widening
departments of governThe policy will more ur less ham-t- r
authority In a government which,
ment and must always remain so.
kifislation, compelll.13 It to tike
very magnitude, would become ever
We cannot rely upon them therefo-an indirect and In some cases a surmore Irresistible.
to protect the large and fundamental reptitious form, will- - undoubtedly deThere are riot wanting signs t'at Interests of the nation In this respect. lay action far beyond the proper time,
our leading statesmen in both gi 'at
The fact Is our present constitution will
public attention upon
parties are unwilling to face this Is- has' been so changed by construction the concentrate
constitutionality
meusures Insue, One. indeed, olulrns that the au- and Interpretation
that its authors stead Of upon theirofexpediency and
thority of our states Is ample to deal would never recognize It. And If we their adequateness to the purpose;
with all problems which by the con had not have changed It, our union and will gradually undermine the remitution are not assigned to the red-er- would have gone to pieces long ng. spect of all citizens for the constitugovernment. This Is, It seems to It Is ful! of ambiguities even now, tion and Its Interpreters, the whole reme, such a hopeless view that It is though the American
people htivt: sulting In A centralized form of govhardly worth 'discussing. If any po- spent more blood and treasure in giv- ernment which,
owing to its accidental
party
ing
meaning
litical
than they
It a definite
should try to act logically
will be attempting many
upon this principle, It would thrust us have spent In all the wars of defense character,
things which could be better done by
buck so far Into the
days and "offense which they have wng"d the state
And will lack some of the
that our union would become a mere In the century and a .quarter of their authority which would properly
league of discordant belligerent states, existence.
to the federal government.
One of the fundamental purposes of
each trying by the exercise of' its
And finally:
sovereign powers to extract the a constitution Is to enable a people to
We may adopt the simple
utmost advuntage from Its fortunate pass over easily and quietly from one andThird
straightforward
American policy,
neighposition at the expense of Its
social and Industrial state to another; viz: call a national constitutional c 1dlscu-i-Ilay
move
might
to
to
Thus,
bors.
Illinois
under
forward
enable It
iventlon, adopt a new Instrument and
contribution the commerce of the nathe useless and Worn out while It
It to Nie people for the.li :ip-tion as It passes east or west through holds fast to everything that wis good submit.
a! or re'tctlon.
,
its territory, and Colorado charge for In the old.
This would enable us to get an InOur constitution Is a marvelous Inthe water flowing In Its rivers, each
which would be In harmony
state would try to get the utmost strument and no one can study its strument
with our present conditions
future
profit from taxing foreign corporations origin and development without being prospects and would tend toandproduce
to the limit, etc. In other worfls, we filled with wonder and admiration.
deIs
equilibrium
as
which
that stable
Hut we must not forget that il
should apply most effective brakes in
to politic as to physics if we
every direction to the wheelB of na- proved Inadequate to enable the na- sirable
to secure a, suitable vantage
wish
tion to progress peaceably from a state ground for effective work.
tional progress.
Fortunately
for us, no political guaranteeing the existence of Afrlin
party Is logical! and the extreme slavery to one In which thut 'nrti rat, FAIRBANKS ADDRESSES
states rights advocates would recoil ion had disappeared.
All the present Indications po'l.t
from the logical conseouence of their
RELIGIOUS CONFERENCE
we have al- clearly to the fact that it is Inadeown Ideas.
Moreover,
ready progressed so far In the other quate to enable the nation to so've ".lie
direction that there would be no great Umany pressing problems relating :o
Vl"
President Believe
Methodist
likelihood of turning back the wheels our society, inuusiry ano poniicn.
.Member Kiitlllcri to Sit Near the?
of progress.
It Is generally conceded tiinl the
Throne of Grwe,
This way out of our difficulties then adequate regulation of commerce
Is no way at all, and we shall not he I using that term In the modern sense
I
In their- nrné,t It liv' imr ntxurtH
apt to travel it no matter how much nulvnn
i
''
Albion, Mich., Sept. 14. Vice Presiwe talk about I!.
cess of enlarging the rrleanlng of ,hi dent Fnlrbank and Governor Warner
Is quite beyond the ecoOn the other hand, able statesmen constitution
today guests of honor of the
propose to rnureh forever In the di- nomic and politlcul ability of our state were
Michigan conference
Methodrection of expanding federal power by governments. It Is equally plain that ist Episcopal church. ofMr.theFairbanks,
the process oí instructing the Instru- our federal government cannot grap- In an address, eulogized the devotion
problem successfully of Methodist Clergymen, saying In conment in an ever more liberal spirit.
ple with theThus, one leader, and none Is more without exercising powers which can- clusion:
"A I walked up
street
able than he. proposes to limit the not be deduced from any granted in this morning from the depot the
with this
growth of fortunes by a federal pro- the Instrument unless It proceed to use great
of Methodist soldiers,
gressive Inheritance tax. This 'is a powers granted plainly for one pur-po- e marchingband
arm In arm, I thought that
In urder to further other and If In
simple proposition that the federal
the New Jerusalem thers Is any
government sball enter upon the field different ones. I. e., unless It give new one entitled
to be nearest the throne
Of social legislation and Inasmuch as meaning to the old clauses and thus It Is
the Methodist ministers."
no authority Is given to It by this con- ever pour new wine Into old bottles.
.
stitution to do so, this statesman proThe adoption of suitable legislation
Notr-i-t
embolic K'lw-fliolcad.
poses to uso the taxing power of the for the government of dependencies is
Baltimore. Sept. 14. Brother Dofederal governmen for this purpose.
Impossible without finding open roads minic, provincial In charge of the
Now, it Is difficult, of course, to through the constitution large enough school conducted in. this country by
prove that the sole purpose for which to take a coach and four.
the brothers of the Xavarlan order,
the taxing power was conferred upon
The adequate reguliitlon pf InstTr- - died in St. Mary's industrial school
the federal government wus to enable , anee and bunking will call for err this afternoon following a stroke of
It to raise revenue for Its needs. Hut new and
unsuspected oepms ano apoplexy.
this whs certainly It obvious purpose. beeadths of meaning In the Innocent
It has been Indeed used to drive state clause of this great document.
Liner 'Kail on Maiden Voyage.
bunk notes out of circulation; to build
The great field of social legislation
Hamburg, Kept. 14. The new
uo a set of protected Industries; to defactory litws, laws regulating hour" American
line steamer President
stroy the manufacture of artificial but- and conditions of labor, for women Grant, sister hlp of the President
ter. In all tiles,' canes, there was at and children, arbitration laws, etc, Lincoln, started on her maiden voyage
least a pretence of exercising the pow- can never be suilnhly cultivated with- to New York today, with a full comer for the purpose of raising revenue, out the
utlon of the federal plement of passengers.
1
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RAILROAD MEN CHEER

'
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SIXTH ANNIVERSARY

OF

THEODORE ROOSEVELT

OF MARTYR'S DEATH

Thirteen Thousand Houses Aré Commerce Commissioner De- New Yoi'K University Man Pays Appropriate Ceremonies Mark
Swept Away; the Insurance
st
Glowing Tribute to President
nounces Sherman
Memorial Services in Honor
in
Companies, Liable5 for.
Act as Vicious Legislation in
Add res on American Revof the Dead President
Mr,
Condition,
in
Shaky
ions,
Speech to Traffic Managers,
erence for Law,
Roosevelt Sends Flowers,
Anti-Tru-

Victoria, B. C, Sept. 14. The
steamer Shawmut, which arrived last
night from Manila via Japan and
China, brought further news of the
great fire In Hakodate. It seems the
big conflagration originated
a soap
factory near the Hlgashlgawa school,
and spread with great rapidity, sweeping away hundreds of bamboo houses.
During the fire a powder nrngazlne
at Klshimachi exploded, involving
great loss of life.
In nil. 300 lives
were lost during the fire, and 13,000
houses were burned.. A strong wind
fanned the fire, which spread with
great rapidity. All the foreign consulates, administrative offices, banks,
company offices, schools, theaters, etc.,
were burned, with the i exception of
the court
the American consulate,
house, railway ' station
and custom
111

house,

Chicago, 111., Sept. 14. "I believe
n
the most mlschevlous piece of
In the history of the country Is
law, as interthe Sherman anti-trupreted by t lie Cniled Stales supreme
court. It is unlntelliKiible and strikes
a blow at development and progress."
This statement by chairman Martin A.
Knapp, of the Interstate coniine, ec
commission was warmly applauded by
the two hundred railway oll'lcli ? here
today at the annual meeting of the
American Association of Freight Traffic Managers.
Nearly nil the lur'n
railways of theJlnitcd States,
uih.1:
and Mexico were represented. ChVr-mu- n
Knapp advocated combina Uiu,
and the centril control
of trunsroitation Unes. "Tin axiom
trade,
that competition Is the life
must be discarded If we aiv to progress," he said. "The obvious
y of the age Is to coivoiii ', ami I
think t !iis tendency Is to beotim m r,
pronoun ' d ns we grow older and Industrial and corc'iierciu! clvi'iZiJioii is
extended. The ultimate result, I think,
will be central control and rcgul i:I.in
of all transportation lines, witu
ownership. Let us not de.iy, but
discriminate In bringing about desired reform.
"Constant friction of unbrl lied competition has become Irksome"
lo?.'-Intio-

st

't

ton-de-

One. steamer, the

Nanaye

Maru,

was burned and sank In the harbor,
after breaking from her moorings. Ten
large junks filled with coal were a Wo
burned. Loss of Insurance liabilities
carried by the eight Japanese companies amounts to 3,600,000 yen. The
Tokio press speaks In' a pessimistic
vein of the obligations of the insurance companies, sota of which are
liable for more than their paid up cap-

...

ital.

TEXIC0 FEARS THE
BOOM AT CLOVIS
--

fers Through
Itlval.

Jtapid, tirowtli

UNRULY MIDSHIPMEN
GIVEN ANOTHER CHANCE
Turns Down Sup ".iiitciul-t'lit'ltccommc iiiliitlon lo;'
Dismissal.

of President

I,

to
A dispatch from TeXleo, N. M
the El Paso Herald says:
buildTexico Is feeling severely the
ing of the new railroad town of Clo-viten miles west, and the superior
freight advantages of Furwell, Tex.,
Trlplett & Co., have moved their Immense stock of general merchandise
to Farweil, the Gamble Hardware
company Ik movlnfr to
and the
Johnson Drug company will also go
s,

;is.

to Clovis soon.

n'

liif-fus-

Now Town at Cut Off Terminus Suf-

s

Boston. Sept. 14. Several prominent business- men in New Bedford

Washington, Sept. 14. Jimos K.
In tiie
Austin, cadet of the first cU-Naval academy, who wus rec u. intended for dismissal by Supe" nteiident
Radger' for leaving his practice Milp
after shore leave hud been '
him, will be allowed to renin'! at the
academy, but forfeits h!a vacation nr. 1
(a. given ,a number ,uf. 4i:pi:: t. 3 .. The
coses of all' four cadets i'c!'inim'nd"d
for dismissal by Captain Rnrigcr for
various reasons have now lien disposed of, two of them be n,: permitted
to reiualil and the other rem lining under nun'tive conditions.

;ful

RAILROAD SHOPMEII

-

have been summoned to appear before the supreme court here Mondiy
next to give testimony ns to the physical condition of Henry H. Roger,
who has been declared by p yieUrs
to be unable to appear in court, Tho
claim is made that Mr. Rogers U physically able to appear In con lectni.i
with the. $í0K000,OOl) suit hr night
against him bv C.M. Raymond, which
was continued' indefinitely upon.; Ilia
testimony of physicians that I'ogers
was physically unable to be present,
and would not he able to attend to
three months.
business for at least
.

WORLD'S SHOT PUTTING
RECORD AGAIN BROKEN
The seventv-Plnt- h
annual games of the New York
held at Travers
Athletic club wt-rRalph Rose
this afternoon.
broke the world's record for putting
by Martin
eight-pounheld
d
shot,
the
Sheridan. The put of Rose was si
feet further than Sheridan's record,
feet seven Inche.
being sixty-seve- n
New York, Sept. 14.

CANADA TO DEPORT

PAUPER IMMIGRANTS
Government Official Goc to Vancouver to IiiYcxiigatf Asiatic iJilstr
problem.
Ottawa, Sept. 14 W. TV Scott, superintendent of Immigration, left today for Vancouver to look Into 'he
whole question of oriental Immigration. He will deal with the matter on
the spot and will deport linmlgnnts
that appear llkelv to become public
charges. This step has been tiken in
accordance with Premier Laurie:'
telegram to the mayor of Vuncouv.r.

Tluffnln, N. Y., Sept. 14.

A glowing

to

tribute

President Roosevelt, in
which he was referred to as
angel of peace," was a feature
of the address of Dr. Isaac Franklin
Russell, of the New York university,
before the American Social Science
association today. Dr. Russell's subject was "American
Reverence for
Law." ilc spoke In pari ns follows:
"Hell "id our president! Aye, there's
n man.
What eulogy can overstate his
virtues? The very defects of his temperament, which his critics are quick
to nolnt out, his Intense passion for
truth and Justice and liberty and
tkM. hl resplendent patriotism and
glowing enthusiasm for humanity
It is these that made him hope two
years ago when all tiie world despaired, and enabled him to bring out
of the darkness and gloom that had
fallen on Manchuria, the glorious light
of the pence' of Portsmouth.
"I love to see his picture everywhere. They say he shot a man at
Santiago; and when the orders came
to him to take a hill somewhere in
the whole wide field of Sun Juan, he
did not stop to ask its name, but
promptly drew his sword, rallied the
rough riders at his command, stormed
the citadel and swept the Spaniards
from the heights. How heroic was
the gallant colonel then, a belted
knight Indeed with spurs and epaulettes, In army uniform and blazing
uniform. Rut I love to Ihlnk of
Roosevelt, not as a demon of war in
d
Cuba, but as the
angel
walking
of peace in Manchuria,
In
quiet
two
majesty
between
angry armies of a million each,
up with murderous
lined
duel
disputing to the death the empire of
past.
of
In
history
the
tho
Roosevelt
Russia and In the history of Japan,
is the most majestic tlguro of the ceny
tury, and heralds to a
race tho dawning of the morning."
In direct relation to his subject,
"American Reverence for Iav," Dr.
Russell said:
"Not all socialistic legislation Is fuMany existing laws which cretile.
ate and sustain monopolies should ho
repealed: franchises, belonging to the
people and Intrusted to faithless und
defaulting corporations, should be returned to the people; vast estates
should contribute to the public purse
through progressive taxation of Income nnd .Inheritance; eminent domain should be Invoked when necessary to extinguish monopolies; the life
and health of the people should be
protected through the police power,
and great municipalities that are
large consumers, might well own their
own plants for Ice, water, gas and
electricity.
"We Americans are like the Purl-tan- s
of New Kngland nnd tho prophets of old Israel; we feel that we are
the chosen people of Ood chosen to
to
teach liberty and
ay the nations of the earth. Chief
among the rights of man recognized
by Americans Is Justice. Without Justice we live under a degrading despot-IsIf we only grant Justice to the
Ignorant and the laboring poor, we
can reduce our charitable contribuf.
Without Justice, alms
tion
are a mockery. Bread and fuel, doled
out by the millionaires In ostentatious
philanthropy from his store and accumulated by defrauding others, only
embitter the life of the poor. Decisions of courts cannot be bought and
sold as merchandise; a contract not to
sue Is void, and a man's right to jus-Ic- e
Is priceless and Inalienable.
"There are battles of liberty yet to
be fought, and fought, let us hope, not
on fields of blood but in the arena
of reason, The constitutional safeguards of liberty must be
and strengthened, the accumulations of honest Industry must be
sheltered from rapnelous raids, ind
the humble hoard of the poor and the
funds held In holy trust for the widow
und orphan must be released from the
grip of the grnfter. America has In
the past taught mankind many truths
about the moral order of the world;
her future may bo to teuch, by precept and exumplc. great lessons In
the arts of peace. In the diffusion of
sound learning and th establishment
of justice among men.
,
"A Roman triumph was the mot
gorgeous of barbaric pageants. The
victorious general and his conquering cohorts llnKcred outside the city
gate till a grateful senate voted the
supreme honor of a triumph fa the
man 'Who led the legions. And then,
for a mad, delirious hour, the world
wax his th, world of glory, nd illation,
and applause, as the martial procession, with spoils and royal captive;,,
swept up the Cnpltollne hill. Amid the
intoxicating shouts of the people. Today the Coliseum crumbles, the forum
is deserted and the Caesars nre hand-ful- s
of dust; but the Roman praetor
has mounted the tribunals of nil civilized nation und slt-- t by the side of
PurU
chief Justices In Washington,
and Westminster,"
white-winge-

The slowness of the United States
government In passing on the land
titles of Texico gives Investors a very
poor security for their money,- as an
unfavorable decision of the land of
fice', may throw a cloud on the title RAILROADS INDICTED
to nearly ever lot In the town or teclFOR ISSUING PASSES
eo.
A large number of fine new blocks
have gone up In tho town in tlie last
Jackson, Mies., Sept. 14.
The
few months and should there be a
general removal of business Interests county grand Jury today returned InClovis,
and
to
Farweil
of the town
dictments against the Illinois Central
it will mean a very great loss to many and the Y 11200 and Mississippi Valley
investors' here.
railroads for Issuing passes to perso'is
not entitled to them In accordance
with the law that has been oh the
COURT REQUIRES PROOF
statute books of the state since 1SS4.
commission i
THAT H. H. ROGERS IS ILL The state railroad
brought Into the case by the assertion
that the passes were Issued ut the request of members of that body.
Witness- - Summoned to Testify
Stemliird Oil Man's
PhyMlcul Condition.
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Boilermakers. on Vour Roads in
Northwest Demand Increase
in Wages Strike to Emphasize Demand,
.

St. Taul. Minn., Sept. 14. A general
strike of the hollormakers of the Chicago Orciit Western, the Northern
the St. Paul, Minneapolis and
Omaha, and the Soo road was declared today. Il is expected that every
shop on these roads will be tied up
the trouble. In ull cases the helpers
went out with the bollermukcrs, and
on the Chicago (Jreat Western (he
machinists Joined the strikers. The
men demand an Increase of wages, the
recognition of the union and an eight-hoday.
The strike of the hollormakers followed the refusal of the railroads to
accede to the demand of the, men for
45 cents an hour cost of the Missiscents west 'if
sippi river and 47
that river., This the railroads consider the heaviest demand ever made
by an yof their sho pemployes. As a
offered
compromise, the railroads
41
cents 6n hour east of the river
cents west of the Missisand 43
day for
sippi river, with an eight-hou- r
iiiil to
both. This Increase will he
I
cents per hour differential above
the wages now paid. Miu hintsis In
the big shop of the Chicago Great
Western , at Oelwlne, Iowa, struck In
sympathy With the bollermakers.
Pa-cill- c,

ur

2'

IVIir of CnpiMT ISliimp!.
New Rork. Sept. It. The Cnlted
Metuls Selling Company announced toCANADA
day that It had reduced Its price of
DESTRUCTION BY MOB electrolytic copper from I to 16
cents per pound. Tiie company nets
us selling agent for the Amalgamated
l, mil n Ion t' Kettle With Van-Jauit Copnr company.
Charging Account l' to
Marti"! l."w In Russia.
couver City.
St. Petersburg, Held. 1 4.- - Sam pul.
Envoy
In
Special
Ottawa',
pt. 14.
tho district of Vyatka, has been
Ishll of 3 pnn will be here Monday placed under a state of extraordinary
when the subjret of Japanese Imm- security owing to the prevalence there
igration vfll b thoroughly discuss,"! of murders and other ucts of violence.
between Premier Lsurler and himself.
Knlistin Tom Swept by Fire,
The policy oí the Dominion Is to reHays City. Has., Sept. 14. Fire
duce oriental Immigration to a minimum. Whatever damage have been here today destroyed the I II. Yost
caused by the rioters will be paid for mill and elevulor mid other buildings,
losn of $il5,liiia.
The
cuuslng
by the government. The city of Vanhh thl'eali'lied Ulld aid
couver will afterwards ' be charged
se' liull
was Hint from surrounding towns.
with the amounts.

WaYFOR
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Canton, O., Sept. 14. Today, the
sixth anniversary of the death of
President McKlnley,
was observed
with every evidence of sorrow in his
home city. Wreaths of flowers were
sent by President Roosevelt, members
of the cabinet and personal friends of
the late chief executive, and scores of
Canton people who had known and
loved the martyr
president and his
wife placed
Moral
tributes on the
tomh.
A meeting of the trustees nf h
r.Klnley National Memorial association
w ill be held
here Monday, w hen final
tieians ror the dedication of the monument on September 30 will be arranged. It has been decided that the
bodies of the late president and Mrs.
McKlnley shall repose permanently In
specially made bronze caskets, which
have been made by a local concern at
a considerable cost. The new caskets
are of an enduring character and are
among the fittest ever constructed,
nnd wilt he hermetically sealed.
It Is now assured that the handsome McKlnley
monument erected
here will be dedicated on the date set,
September 30, and that President
Roosevelt will deliver an address on
thut occasion.
For a timo it was
thought that a postponement would
lio necessary, owing to the damage by
fire of a portion of the marble works,
but the citizens' committee now has
the assurance of the contractors that
mo mini toucnes wiq be put on the
monument before the scheduled date
for the dedication. A fund of $10,000
has been raised to entertain President
Roosevelt and other distinguished
guests of the city during their stay In
Canton.
While several McKlnley monuments
hove already been erected or projected. Including one In Hurt's lo. w here the
president was shot, while attending
the
exposition, on Sep.
tember 6, 1901, and where he died on
September 14 following, the Canton
monument is the most Imposlmr of all.
It Is national In Its nature, the funds
for Its erection hr.ylnp been iriihered
from every state of the union, and
from ilmoHt everv city, town nnd village In ever state.
The McKlnley National Monument
assor-h't- '
inV r.inn. which
has been
crrrled to a s'teossrnl completion by
ft comr'ltt ' of , roc.e
composed of
some of the lemllni- - men of the
Invo'vcd the raising of a fund of
$"i(i0,000 to pay for the Cuiilon memorial, end an additional $100,00(1. as
m endowment fund, from the earnings of which' the magnificent marble
shaft will he kept In repair.
The nruisoleuni proper Is constructed entirely of Milford granite a light
nlnk material quarried nt Milford,
Mass.
The Interior Is finished in
Knoxvllle eranlte nnd beautiful glass
effects. The general asnect of tho
monument Is far more pleasing than
cither the Ourfleld monument In
Cleveland or the Ornnt tomb In New
York. H. Van Buren Magonlgle, of
New York, Is the architect. The general contract for the erection of the
monument was In' the hands of a New
York concern, whle the granite wits
supplied by k Buffalo company.
The McKlnley. National Memorial
association numbers among Its honorary members President Roosevelt
and the governor of every state nnd
territory of the union. The Inte Marcus A. Ilannn, one of President
closest friends, was vice president of the association up to the time
of MS death. The board of trustees,
as1 originally appointed. Included William R. Pay, president; Cornelius N.
Bliss. Vice' President
Fairbanks,
OeorgÁ B. Cortelyou. Myron T. Iler-rlcAlexander H. Revell, David R.
Francis and John O. Mllburn. In
whose Buffalo home the president
died.
Since that tragic September day In
1901 the people of Canton have sorrowfully observed the anniversary of
the death of their mnrtryred fe ow
rltl.en, nnd today wns no excep in.
As n parent, with halting footstep ,,
a I protiches the grave of a loved c .lid.
so do the people of Cnnio'i, wlir
hushed voice and bated bren:1'
at the tomb of William McK!"lcy. Th
s'uh'ow of the irrcat grief thit
the cltv six vears iim Mill
hovers over Canton. Now, sfier Hx
Mars. Canton realizes more than ever
It , Id the irrentnesK of the 'avorlte son
who hits ?otie. He lies hnHed only In
the narrow box that contilm, his mor-- 1
remains; his snlrlt and ihn mmorv
of his character Is alive n t
henr's
o" the people.
With th citizen of
upon
placing
of
h
the
Cinton
wr"'itl
the silent tomb Is not n in re ewr"-r-- ti
ny. hut a tribute of hn such ci
I
I
given to few men to receive- Irom
P'i fePow citizens
nftcr doitu has
(laimed him. It Is' safe lo nav that .1
ban-reyears from now Canton wll
slil' be ohservltl flie ever-r- e u' rlttR
anniversary of McKlnlev's
deato.
while the marble dome of th monument points, ns did the life tari example of the martyr ever upward.
-.
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New hh' of Yellow Jack,
Washington, D. ('.. Sent. 14 Ir.
dispatch from Havana, Oovernor
says that four new cases of yelDeath (InlniM Noted Horseman.
low fever were discovered at
New York. Sept. 14 Alexander
Thursday and three yesterday Shields, well known In turf circles for
Foster, an I lie. lust twenty years, died last
One Is Private William
American soldier, and the others are following an attack of stomach nlht
trouSpaniards.
ble and typhoid fever. Shields made
the horse culled "Logan" fumou by
MISSISSIPPI EXPRESS
wlntilnir races In Cnnada and at everv
120
truck In America, This
COMPANY IN TR0U3LE races during his career. horse ran
Mn-Ko-

Cien-fueg-

Vlckstuirg. Mis., Sept. 14. Chancellor llleks has granted nn Injunrtlnn
restraining 4he (tilf Kspri'ss company
from doing huslcess In the stale of
Mississippi and also from disposing of
lis proi"i'ly within lh, statu pending
the settlement of n suit Instituted sevwhich . "II, if" violation
eral din
of the
laws of the tato,
aiill-liii-

st

,

Pcrvlail Reformers Dron Fiend,
Teherán, Persia. Sept, 14
former grand vizier and former niln'ster of foreign nffulrs of Per
sia, vim Is regarded lis chiefly
for the late hiih'H rescript
graiitlntj the const II ut Ion and permlt-lln- ir
t hoi formation
of a national
oi'Tiil.y.. (llt-t- l uddeiily ln-today of heart din, use.
Mushlr-ed-Dule-

h.

i'

THE ALBUQUERQUE

MORNING JOURNAL,

has, nearly 20 per cent of the total
with Its 47,000 J cars.
Ne' iJersty "
comes next with about 32, 000;' Massachusetts is third with 25,000; while
next in order comes Texas with 17. (00,
Pennsylvania, with 16.000: and California, with 11,000. In this state at
least the tendency Is shown toward
medium priced and medium powoxed
cars as compared with the most expensive machines. But even so. that
the auto is a luxury which muny owners cannot really afford, was shown
by the manner in which new machines were sold for almost any cish
price during the slump in the .stock
market recently.

charge of today's observance, having
been detailed for that purpose by Oen-rFrederick Funston. commanding
the department of California.
One of the features of the occasion
was the exhibition for the first time
of a portrait of General Wlnfield Scott,
A
NEW
which was printed In the City of Mexico shortly after the occupation of that
capital by the conouerlng army of the
United States.
The portrait Is the
only one in existence of the intrepid
"Hero of Lundy's Lane and ChippeTflAVEL
wa," an.d Is now the property of Colonel John L. Bromley, of Oakland. It
was painted by West, one of Mexico's
most famous artists, who, himself was
a native of the United States.
DEMOCRATIC CHIEF SAYS
Today's celebration was not merely EQUAL TO 14 TRIPS ROUND
a battle, but the anniversary
that
THE WORLD EVERY HOUR
CONSTITUTION IS NO USE of theoflast of a long string of victories
that won for the I'nlted States the undisputed title to the conquered terriNevada, Utah, Outside Travel Adds "Hundred
Wants an Enabling Act Before tory of California,
Colorado, Wyoming. New Mexico and
the stars and stripes
Billion Miles to Total
Proceeding to Frame Basic Arizona. When
Some
s.
were raised over the halls of the
to
Scott
announced
General
Staggering Figures
Law of State of New Mexico-La- the world the final conquest of an emNews
pire.
Vegas News,
and Gossip of Gotham,
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OPPOSED
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Moraine Journal.)

Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 13. Attorney A. A. Jones, of Lax Vegas, chairman of the democratic territorial central committee, given out today that
he In unalterably oripoxed to the proposal as made by Delegate Andrews
to call a constitutional convention,
draft a constitution and submit that
constitution to congrew as a basis for
separate statehood. Mr. Jones points
out that such a constitution would be
worthless until it was first voted on
by the people.
He calls attention to
the fact that some years ago a consilium was voted down by ttie people of
New Mexico, ntul he argu-'that no
attempt should be made to secure
except
In
statehood
the regular way
of obtaining an enabling act. have the
people elect delegates to draw up a
legal constitution and then allow the
people to vote on the constitution. "I
am heart and soul in favor of
said Mr. Jones, "but If congress ha uso little confidence in us
that It must demand a specimen constitution before an enabling act is
passed, it will he better for us to re.
main a territory a little longer."
slate-hood-

,"

H.MtllKK WAS FOXY AM)
LOST FAT IlKWAUI)
One of the employes of the First
National bank dropped a pocketbook
containing $130 in cash and upwards
nt 1 10,00V worth of securities worthless except to the bank. The young
man missed the pocket book almost
d
Immediately, but although
he
a seai eh at once, he could gee
nothing of it. An employe of a
nearby liarlitr shop had stepped out
and picked It up. Several of the bank
officials Joined in the church. They
questioned the barber, a colored man.
Iwlre. The lirjt time he said he had
ieen nothing of the pocket book. The
next time he said lie saw a Mexican
pick up something. Th Mexican was
found and proved that he picked up
a sack he had dropped. Hy this time
the bank gave out that whoever had
found the pocket book could keep the
money as a reward. Then the barber produced the book promptly, explaining that he hadn't examined
what he had picked up before and
nd didn't know lie hnd found the
bank's property. He Is now feeling
considerably worse because naturally
he didn't get the reward, while If loriad Riven up the book at once, he
Would unquestionably been given a fat
I eiuiiiebranee.
Insli-tute-

SM.I'linilC

ACID
TO SOOTHE I.N.I I Ki:i) BOY
Ow n Browne, a high school boy,
W3i seriously burned by the explosion
of acids while working in the school
laboratory.
Those who came to hi
assistance seized what they believed
a
soothing liquid, divested the
l.i be
young man of his clothes and threw ;t
over him. The liquid turned out to
be sulphuric acid, the application of
which added to the extent of the inUSED

i

New York. Sept. 14. "The situation In regard to the proposals Issued by the bureau of equipment of
the navy department for supplying
coal for the battleship fleet on its
voyage to the Pacific," snys the Journal of Commerce, "has assumed un
Interesting shape by the statements of
several agents of the larger coal concerns that they will not present bids.
The reason given Is that they have not
the necessary quantity of coal on hand
aside from that demanded by private
contracts already entered into. Coal,
it Is stated, can be obtained In England only at fancy prices."

MFTCALF NOT WOKHIKD
ABOUT Fl'F.L OTFKTIOX
Washington. Sept. 14. If the coal
mining companies have decided not f.
present bids for the contract of furnishing coal to take the Atlantic fleet
to the Pacific const, the purpose of
the companies has not been communicated to Secretary' Metcalf. according
to a statement he made today. Thci
will
secretary said the department
have mi difficulty In getting all the
coal desired, and he believed that If
it were necessary to go to England
for it the price there would be less
than would have to be paid in the
United States.
CHIMAN OVEKXMFAT
TO COAL BATTLESHIPS
Santiago, Chili, Sept. 14. It was
learned today that the American battleship squadron which It Is proposed
to send around South America this
winter will be supplied with coal by
the Chilean government at Talcahua-cno.

WORKMEN BURIED IN
BUILDING COLLAPSE
Cincinnati. Sept. 14. A brick buildon Central avenue, occupied by
the J. N. Hohana shoe store, collapsed
today, tarrying down the occupants of
several apartments on the upper floors.
Two
dead bodies have been taken
from the ruins and It Is known that at
least three other victims are buried
beneath the tons of brick in the ruined
The building was being
structure.
remodeled at the time the accident occurred.
Shortly before noon, without warning, the "front oí the building fell forward Into the street, leaving only the
rear Hcctton standing. An unknown
man oasslng on the sidewalk, was
down, being dead when
stricken
reuched,
hile a woman within three
feet of him was uninjured.
The second man. apparently a la- borer, was found dead in the ruins, as
lived
who
was Mrs. Mary Daley,
Of the men
on the second floor.
working In the building three were
but nil were late
reported
'
found unhurt.

VETERANS
CELEBRATE VICTORIES

OF HANDLING GRAFTERS
Would
Tliem When Convicted.

Coiij.

es..innii

W terliury.

Lllley

Conn.,

Sept.

14.

INTEREST ALLOWED

THE JAFFA
rOMCERV.COMP'Y

JOlJtjf

SOMETHING

DO

WANTS TO DO SOMETHING

"GOOD THINGS TO EAT"

FOR .YOU.

Cnrreaponde nee Morning Journal. 1
New York. Sept. 12. As a city of
travel New York leads the world.
Within the limits of the greater city
the travel every year by cars, caos,

'

i

:

I'VA'"--

:

autos and various other means totals

a mere trifle of U.rfe billions of mites,
enough to equal 120,000 trii'w around

the earth each year, 333 every day YESTKK DAY'S BASK BALL GAMFS.
or about fourteen trips every hour.
American League.
Some lde,a
of what inn enormous
At St. Louis First game:
St.
travel means may bo gained from the
4;
Louis,
Detroit, 1. Second game:
fact that if one individual had la do
all of it he would have to m vj (it St. Louis, 4; Detroit, 1.
At Chicago Chicago, 7; Cleveland,
the rate of nearly 6,000 miles a minute to uccomplish the task. Tremen
mendous as is this total of irnvc in "At Philadelphia First game: Philthe city alone, it shrinks into insig- adelphia, 10; Boston. 6. Second game:
nificance when compared t the '.ravel Philadelphia, B; Boston. 2.
her-?At New York New York, 8; Wash
originating
and terminating
While absolute figures are impossible ington, 2.
to obtain the returns from only a part
.ationni
Pittsburg Pittsburg,
At
8;
St.
of the steamship and lailwe;
lines
'
.
3.
reaching this city show that 100,000,-000,00- 0 Louis,
game:
Philadelphia
At
PhilFirst
miles, equal to more than
5,000,000 round trips to the sun, does adelphia, 9; Boston, 1.
Chicago," 12;
At Chicago
Cincinnot exceed the total of Individual journeys beginning or ending here. Wore nati, 5.
At Brooklyn First game:
Brookthan 16.000 persons travel dally between New York and Philadelphia, lyn. 8; New York, 7. (Thirteen inund between this city and Hoston nings.) Second game: Brooklyn, 2;
about 5,000, More than 2,000 people New York, 0.
Western Tongue,
Und it necessary to make the, trip to
At Denver First game: Denver, 4f
or from Chicago every day, whilu
twice that number travel between Lincoln, 5. Second game: Denver, 6(
Lincoln. 0.
here and Buffalo every twenty-fou- r
At Pueblo Pueblo. 0; Sioux City, 6.
hours. And all of these figures are
At Dub Moines First game:
Des
for through travel and do not take
Motnes,
1; Omaha, 3. Second game:
into consideration
the millions of
miles of local travel along tr.ese lints. Des Moines, 9; Omaha, 3.
Detroit Tiles Protest,
It is no uncommon thing for 'ransat-lantl- c
Detroit, Sept.' 14. Secretary F. J.
steamship lines in lrin:r in j.uoO
persons in .one day. In fact, consid- Navin of the Detroit American League
ering all of these items, the total of base ball club today mailed to Presi100,000,000,000 miles Is probably too dent Ban Johnson a complaint against
small. What the handling of these the Cleveland team for alleged manitravelers means may be seen from the fest attempts yesterday to delay the
fact that at the Grand Central station playing of the second game after Pe
this week 700 men have been em- trolt had taken the lead so that five
ployed to do nothing but handle bag- innings could not be played. Mr. Nn-vgage.
said that the Clevelanders' actions
During the week at this one
point alone more than 100,000 pieces were an insult to the patrons of the
game.
high
running
handled,
as
have been
sometimes as 25,000 pieces in one
.
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Means stocking up on gro-

ceries.
DO YOU KNOW THAT
We can save you money
on a month's supply of

FIRST NATIONAL

groceries.

W

:

LET US SHOW YOU
--

WE BUY

CAR

IM

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO- -

LOAD

LOTS.

:

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

open ' accounts
responsible parties.
will

Ve
tVith

ui'.

..

,ii,-i-

ii..

We handle the largest as-

sortment and most complete line of groceries in
Mexico.

Mew

.

BALDRIDGE'S YARD IS THE PLAC
Por Lumber, Shingles, and Lath. Large stock of Windows, Doq
hai
Paints, Oils, Brushes, Cement, Building Paper, always-o-

Oup Prices Arc

,

The Lowest

J.

day.

Will the tunnels be safe?

That

MORE TROUBLE FOR
THE COPPER QUEEN

Is

We have our own bakery
in connection
with our

,v

.

,

BALDRIDGE

C.

The Superior planing Mill Is now equipped to do .all .kinds of nj
work at prices that defy competition. Call or write for pflpes; before pi
lng your order for anything made by a first class mill. ''

grocery, the only one of
its kind in the city.

THE SUPERIOR LUMBER

Rep-

L. Lllley,

le

AND MILL C(

the question which many New YorkSOUTH OP VIADUCT.
ALlJUQUKHQUKj N. M.
ers are asking every day concerning Arizona Attorney General Determined
the great tubes being run under the
to Make Big Copper CorHratloii
Call and let us .convince
Pay l's Taxes.
North and Kant rivers. Unfortunately
the discovery of alarming structural
you
that it is dollars saved
wrrir ample: mkans
Phoenix, Ariz., Sept. 13. Notice has
weakness in the tunnel from the Hat-ter- y
'
a been filed in the land office of the
to Brooklyn has postponed
AND UNSURPASSED FAdUTTES
by trading with us.
practical answer to thla question and clerk of the supreme court of the tergiven pessimists ground for argument. ritory by Attorney General Clarke to
While It was promised that this tun- the effect that when the supreme
BANK OF COMMERCE f ALBUQUERQUE, II. !)
nel would be opened by the end of court of the territory meets in the
next month, New Yorkers who now course of the next few weeks, he will
travel on the surface of the river by ask for a writ of mandamus to com' EXTENDS TO DKPOSITOKS KVEItY PHOPFJl ACCOMMODATION
ferry will now have to wait until next pel (!, N. Guiñes, county treasurer
summer at least before traveling un- of Cochjse county, to immediately
. '
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
der it. liver since the era of tunnel bring' íut in the name of Cochise
CAPITAL
I1S0.000.M.
county
against
in
Copper
opened
Queen
the
this city there
construction
dnsolidiited Mining company of Bis
have not been wanting those to as
Officers and Directors:,
sert that they would never be fool- - bee for $111.140,37, alleged to be due
IOLOMON LUNA, President.
hardy enough to risk their lives in thelthe county of Cochise for back taxes
tubes. Biding complacently on the for the year 1901. The notice was
The'
W. 3. JOHNSON,
Grocery Co. W. 8. STIUCKLKTt,
ferry boats far above the course of served on Treasurer Gaines August 30.
President
Ties
CaslUer.
and
AssisUat Cash!
triSuit
has already been filed in the
those tunnels they have pointed
'Good Things to Tat."
WILLIAN McINTOSIL
umphantly to the "geysers" In the riv- - supreme court by the attorney general
GEOItGE ARNOT. .,"
crs, as the large masses of water lilted for the amount alleged lo be due
Mall Orders Filled Sanio Day
C BALDRIDGE.
A. M. BLACKYVKLL.
O. B. CROMWKl
above the surface by the compressed the territorial treasurer.
as IJcfclvcd.
This suit Is the result of a raise
air escaping from the tubes far belo.v
are called. Now it has leaked out that Imposed upon the Copper Queen comihe Brooklyn tunned from the Battery pany of Cochise county in 1901, when
OT.
company alone
will have to be practically made over the mines of this
although completed except for a few were raised by the local board of THE WM. FARR COMPANY,
LIVE It Y AND U OA It
TA BLES
details. The engineers in charge of supervisors a sum in excess of the
1
West
Wholesale
and
Uetall
Silver Avenue.
Telephone 57.
Albuquerque, New MeJ
the construction have been extremely valuation placed on all the copper DEALER IN IMtrKIl AM) HALT MEATS
reticent, but It has been learned thai mines in Arizona for that year. The
ftiniMifte a Hiwclulty
orders have already been Issued tor Copper Queen company objected to
and Hogs the Biggest Mar- lining more than 2,000 feet of each paying more taxes than all the other For Cattle
sin;
i
Vet Prleet I Paid.
tunnel with concrete. No sooner was mining companies In Arizona and re
the work finished and the interior air insert to pay the amount of the exKstab'ished Í8ÍI
pressure removed than the Joints in orbitant raise. Suit was brought to
the big pipe began to leak and platos enforce the collection, but later the
Wholesale Grocer. Flour, Fei
to start. While some of the engineers board of supervisors compromised the
For
Palming
believe that safety can be achieved by matter una the taxes
and
Pnjier
and Gram. Agent for
lliiiiKlnS.
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
concrete lining, others hold that it
' Sick
Flret-clo- s
work
guaranteed
Ileadsrhe.
necessary
envelop
to
Mitchell Wagons.
th
Shop 410 W. Copier Ave.
will be
either
(PieaiM Is cautvd by
dnrsngement
Pilono 717.
present steel tubes In others, an enor- of This
808
817..
N.
I'hone
St.
Fourth
the stf.maeh.
a
Take
dnae
ChamberAllmqiierqnn
New Mexl
mously expensive Job, or to abandon lain's Htomach and I.lvef Tabletaof to
York's thla eilmrdef and the atck headachecorrect
the work. Meanwhile New
will
lirst taste of tunned travel is Indefi- dlaappear. For sale by all druKfi'ts.
nitely postponed.

Watch this Space

For Prices
Jaffa

i

PATTERSON
DINGS
L-B.PUT-

E. A. Gertig,

Ouier & Jeckell,

BORRAOAILE'S I

ALLEGES BRICK COMPANY
The eleventh assembly district, in
respects one of the most corVIOLATED CONTRACT
rupt In New York, promises to proNew York
duce a reul
"
light for its Tammany leadership. Algodones
Conyiany Declares
ti
to
Hughes
Willie
continues
Governor
SerV' ."
Corporation Agreed to Buy
preach good government and clean
The Blood fa The Lire."
Its Mulle.
politics, "the eleventh" is In a fair
wuy to show that it does not know
Science hitó never gone beyond the BRITISH RAILWAY MEN
Not since the
much about either.
The Algodones Petroleum.
Coal
tbove implo statement of scripture. But
THREATEN TO STRIKE years
when the Tammany tiger route Mining and Pipe Line company
It In illuminated that nu temen t and
corruptly unrestrained has there been me Alliuiuertue Pressed Brick versus
and
glveti It a ttiuanlng ever broadening with
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Wbtn th blood ii "bad" or Impure It road
In
suit
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lis the result of the long struggle of
of the eleventh district having day.
la not alona the body which stiffen
the Hallway Men's union for the rec- Incurred the displeasure of Boss Mut'-ph- y
The
prays
plaintiff
Judgment
a
for
exthrough disease. The brain la also ognition of their organization. The
of Tammany because Ihe world of $1,000 with relief and costs, alleg117'GOLD' AVEX.UK.
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I'lercVs Golden Medical Discovery, jj will follow the refusal of the company In the, legislature so bud that the orA)h(iIh to District Court.
mrirbea and nnritica flu; blood thereby lo accede to the demands of the men. ganization really could not stand- - foi
Appeal papers In the caw of A. J.
Rcpreaetitlna. Mangar ft Avery, Boato
on
his
It.
At
account
Love,
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time
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that
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North
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hives and other
BARRIER TO BOLL WEEVIL domain. Hut now thut "Little Hoss" Peace McClellan some time ago, were
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s
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The
phy,"
Orleans,
suddenly
New
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In the euro of scrofulous swelling, enr, J
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boll weevil is about to begin Its an- to life.
rendered a decision
larged glands, open eating ulcers, or old nual
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who appealed
sores, th"Golden Medical Discover? "has has reached o poltlt
In
Louisiana gone by, he asserts that there nre 185 Ihe case.
x rfortnd the most marvelous cures. In
twenty-eigmiles west or inn Mis- "reasons" why he should be elected. Mi lling File Amended Complaints.
Three amended complaints to the
cavs of old sore, or open eating ulcers, sissippi river, according to a telegram The "reasons" In question begin with
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rine coast, the occasion marking the of ti.i' house committee on naval afbat-lie fairs', who has been criticised because
rlxtletb anniversary of the last
of the Mexican war and the entry of h i outspoken attitude on Charlesof General Wlnfield Scott and the ton harbor, has written an open letUnited States army Into the City of ter I which he says:
Mexico, September 14. 1K47, The ex"If I had Hie supreme law making
ercises were held at the Presidio and power of this country, the only crime
were under the auspices of the United punishable with death would be th"t
States army and navy, Veterans of the of grifiing. Any man who sits as ,i
Mtxlcan War, Spanish War Velemos men jer of a committee of naval afo ml the Grand Army of the llepublic. fairs and uses his efforts to obtain
A movement has
been launched to sppi' prlatlons for some tumbledown
bring about a regular annual observ- nHVj yard In his district to the end
ance of this day, and Mexican war that he may provide well paid Jobs
veterans hope that September 14 may ! for Ms constituents, is grafting. Not
be ret aside as a regular national holi-dn- a
dollar may touch his hand,
Colonel John A. Lundeen, com- but ,Kist the same ho Is grafting fron
manding the Presidio post, was in the I'nlted States government, which
paid to serve and sworn to
he

reso 'ative George

;

ln

jury.
I)r. W. E. Oarrlson. president of
the normal, und A. J. Wertz haw
been elected dlrei tors of the Yountf
t
Men's Cliiistian association.
URGES DRASTIC METHOD

Francisco. Sept. 14. Associated Veterans of the Mexican War took
I,lit today in what will probably lie
their last great celebration on the Pu-
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record likely to stand for a g od
many years was established by the
transatlantic liner Kroonland
this
week when after a seven days' voyage from the other side she reached
port with Just seven more paMengen
than when she started, an average
increase of one a day. The officers of
the ship are trying to decide whether
to change her name to "Croon-la'i'i- "
and get a pet stork, or to stop calling at ports of Holland, the country
in which this
bird abounds. The
ship's doctor who was kept pretty-buswith the seven babies during the
voyage, asserts that the ship was followed by a flock of storks which
overtook her at the rate or one a
day. Previous to this voyage the record was held Jointly by five other
steamships at three arrivals each during the voyage.
A
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oilman

were unrealized. They also say" that
this was not really her maiden yoy-agbecause she had been on trial
trips for more than a month, and had
made the voyage to Gibraltar and re-
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ed race next year.
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From an authoritative source it has been learned that THE
Herreschoff has: completed preliminary designs for' a ninety-foo- t
sloop To the Mining Camps of Coloyacht, according to the
unito
turn and had sailed approximately versal rule. It Is said this yacht Is rado, Utah and Nevada;
3.000 miles before she started for New an enlarged Atenger, the boat which Denver, Colorado Springs and
York. She was expected to make a has been so successful during the past
.f
speed of twenty-fou- r
Pueblo, is by way of Santa Fe
to year.
and
twenty-fiv- e
knois, but it is scarce y beNew Mexico, znd the
lieved likely she will attain the hoped
Plans fop Another Kliamrock.
Glasgow, Scotland, Sept. 14. Wilfor speed.
liam Fife, to whom the commission
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
for designing Sir Thomas Lipton's
BURGLARS LOOT SAFE
for the .America's cup has
OF G0LDFIELD BROKER provisionally been given, has worked
RAILROAD
on plans and models nearly all the
summer. S4r Thomas, in challenging
Luis
Luckless Hookkecier Ronton Over the through the Royal Irish Yacht club, Through the fertile San
desires to huve his yacht more Irish Valley;
Head Willi Rliint Instrument.
Juan
to
the
San
also
than ever and negotiations will be
opened with a Belfast firm to build tire country of Colorado, '
Goldfleld, Xev.,' Sept. 14. Herbert Shamrock IV.
E.. Rlggs, bookkeeper for H. H.' New-lanFor Information as to rates, train
v
a broker, was found unconscious BELGIAN DELEGATE TO
service, descriptive literature, addre?
on the floor of his office late Inst
night. The door of the safe was op:-S. K. HOOPER,
REMAIN AT: HAGUE
and the cash, amounting to $1,300,
Passenger
General
and Ticket Ajret
had been taken. Rlggs was revived
DENVER. COLO
with considerable difficulty. Two big Agreement Absolves Him From Vot- lumps on his forehead showed that he
ing as Instructed by Ills Gov.
had been struck with a blunt instrueminent.
,
ment.
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Debt Brings Death
v
er Steele,

'

toob
V

Clayton.. N. M.. Sent. 14. Investirá
tlon of the killing of Robert Steele by
Benjamin Milsap last Tuesday morn-in- g
place, a slightly different complexion on the jffair from that sent out at
the time of the tragedy. According to
the version of the xiffatr now generally
accepted, Milsap and Steele had been
playing poker, Steele winning In the
neighborhood of $500 from Milsap.
Mlinap did not have the money to pay
his lowse at the time and promised to
settle up later. On Tuesday morning,
shortly after midnight, Milsap and his
wife and. his wife were earning down
the Main street of ClaytonA when they ALMIGHTY THANKED FOR
wer accosted by Steele,! who deCZAR NICHOLAS' ESCAPE
manded his money. A hented argument ensued between the pen for a
few minutes, after which they apSt. Petersburg, Sept. 14. Thankspeared to have reached an (agreement giving
services for the escape oí the
and walked down the stredt together, members
the imperial family when
apparnntly friendly. They had gone the yacht ofStandart
ran on a reef in
only a short distance, however, when
)lf
of Finland, were heid in "Si.
the
some shots were. heard. On rushing! Agnes'
Catholic church this aftcrnoop'.
kj im nut-iiin iiie sriuining, oincers
services are to be h ! d in the
found Steele deadlwith Vbullet wound Similar
in )n left templfr, whle Milsap lay provincial towns tomorrow.
on the ground with
bullet In hid
knee.
Milsap claiVnsAhat Steele Bhot SETTLERS ORGANIZE TO .
first and that he wred In defense of
FIGHT CLAIM JUMPERS
his lite, emptying his revolver. Only
one shot took effect.. Milsap was arrested by Captain Fornoff of the terImperial, Cal., Sept. 14.
More
ritorial mounted police. He is held in
.tail pehding the action of the grand than 500 settlers In the Imperial valhours,
Jury.: Steele, the victim of the trag- ley! within the past twenty-fou- r
edy, was a professional gambler, while have Joined the Settlers' Protective asMilsap is a cattleman and .considered sociation, organized yesterday to meet
raids on lands by jumpers and
well to do.
It is reported here that a
carload of Jumpers is being organized
QUIET: DAY IN THE
r
in Los Angeles to raid the lands in
the valley and hold them by force
ANCIENT CITY against
the original claimants.

New Mexico's

d,

'

con-testo-

Goycliior''currGuest of Honor at ORGANIZER ARRESTED FOR
l)liiner i'urty Given by Former
INTIMIDATING WORKMEN
Governor Otero Gni ml Jury
-

,l-'oiirii-

, Brussels, Sept. 14.
The retirement
of H. Beermaert from further participation in the peace confererice at The
Hague has been averted by a compromise by which the Belgian representative is to be absolved from' voting
Inagainst compulsory arbitration.
structions were sent M. Ke2",iaert ny
!
y.;-oí
(he
his government to cast the
Belgian government against the aroi-tri'i'plan, and he declare! his ir -terlU n to resign if obliged to vote
against the agreement as no v'franied.

COPPER COMPANIES TO
CURTAIL PRODUCTION

nun

were returned, none of them beiiu
more: than of local Importance.
;: Attorney
of Socorro, who has been hvi for several
days and who, It is understood, will be
a member of the new law revision
commission, will return home tomorrow; Mr. Dougherty, in an lnle.a?'v
today, declared that while .:r.lll in
favor of Joint statehood, he Is anxious
for statehood of any kind, and ihnt
he found it rtlftleuU to see hu v any
citizen of New' Mexico could oppose
Mr. Rougher, v expressed
statehood.
the belief that the stories of gigantic
land frauds were injuring lli;s territory and said there should be Um ,'ull-einvestigation. While exprossiiij? no
opinion aa to the guilt or Innocence of
the parties under charges, he exj-esa desire for the fullest punishmen'. for
the guilty parties if such are inunc:.
In the case In which the Amecicm
Lumber company is made a defend-.ant- ,
Mr. - Dougherty
didn't believe
there was any ground for the
'
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Bent trade of Hour, Coffeea, Tes and Hplcea
SlTEUIiOCK HOLMES
couldn't find 'the one man in this town
a Hpechilty,
,
Everything In the market alwaya on hand. that wants that saddle or driving
tCnd
horse of yours as
auock- TIIK BUST AI.WAYH.
ly as a for sale ad can ao; and Sher- Phone 238.
508 Weet Central Avenue 1
1
1. ' A V,
.,1
Mm
a icq

st

siely
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IF Vor SEE IT IN
ECONOMIST

THE

ADVERTISE

30. Return limit Octo- ber 31. Rates to prin-cip-

points.
The Best Horses on the Colorado. Kansas and Texas Circuits
Whirlwind Finishes.

Denver and Return
$23.70
Colo, Springs and rcturn$20.75
Pueblo and return
$18.95
rn
Chicago
$53.30
St, Louis and return ..$52.90
Kansas City and' return $44.55
Norfolk and return, (60
day limit,)
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The
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o that
Khoeklntr CharleH MrGllnon
hln mind In (tone. The ahook of the
explosion whh felt throuRhout Alton.

tremolen, windowM rattled and
people thought there wax an
of tho explo- -'
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RESULTS!
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14.
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FROM KENTUCKY TRACKS

GERMANS BELITTLE
LUSITANIA'S FAST TIME
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Iliimbuir. Sept. 14. The Centum
trinr clillcs phv that hIUviiikIi It bus

yserted there w.it ti Inti ti i.'"
drive the Liisltntilu during her (lint
vnviige. (but (here inn lie no doubt
which were
hopeo
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placed upon her Hist performances
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St. Elmo Sample & Club Rooms
,)iisrli lliirni'tt. Proprietor,

20 West i'untml Avinuo.
AM,
t'MOICK LIQUORS SEUVT.D.
(he iiopuinr penmen. K.'no every Min-tlnThjisdiiy nnd iiturilny nlüMin.
J

A. J.
I'liono 403.

Love, Proprietor
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IT IS NEW.

Delightful and Interesting Opening

m

Ever held in this city. Beautiful styles, music and great throngs of delighted women. That's
the story in a nutshell of this beautiful style show. The fact that the women of Albuquerque
who appreciate the truly artistic in women's attire now look
and surrounding communities
to this store as their authority is very gratifying to us as they fully realize that the display
made by the Economist each season contains not an article to which slightest question as to
Vt-'its correctness could be attached.

Colored
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Wit

Autumn

Our Hew
Inml
Wlnl

Anirrli-- '

I'orrrot

With a representation of Hie latest wcau-- alreuily far III mlvance of liny showing we lime npidc llnis early In
nnd
reeelel almost (billy In great niiinls-i- of elTcctive color
the M iison, new arrivals are
each tlesigii more 'charmingly distinctive Hum Hie oilier. It will be practically impossible for us to duplicate
utility oí Hie liiioortisl sllUs ami velvets now liclng shown.
.
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to

re comlnir thl full?
in the eeerela of nov-rr- nl
ckniiwleilKeil leMilvra tn prudiirlng
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American funlil'ina. We ilinw from e h ft Krniip of
roiulalte ilie.aea ami wrap, upon which they have
lavlaheil Ihelr ttealih of cnlua anil aklll.
Tome and ae If they are not worthy of Parla.
Then we alao have ready a collection of tailor
Autumn aiylea. at ipilla
Niftde aulla In hamln'mit
modérale prleea. Women who like to he flrat In
faalilona. and all who re eauer for a change In
Iheir waiilrohei, Mill welionie the opporlunlly
In
Hie

tmrn

'

ita;

Furs Are All

lliwlgnrn Itl.plsjMl.

Wn kii'iw what they hava ticen
fur wehi.

rhni
wlile

Authoritative

di

All Are

Specially Priced

THE

.

Hie l)lcs are
ot one of the garments, or artille Was ever offered for Mile before thin season. Consequently
lo bring Hie assortment lo their present remarkable complclcncew were
all new. 'I'he Immense orders
pi hit, I at a lime wlien furriers are able lo give more Hum Hie usual intention to Hie details In workmanship
i
of every nrlhlc.
to llm characler of Hie styles and I In
which contribute
itec-ssar-

w.-vU-

That indefinable something individuality so essential in every smart article of attire is
emphasized here in a way most pleasing to those in quest of original ideas. Every article of
apparel shown at our opening has a distinctive style character about it, an out of the ordinary
air so different from any thing you will see in any other establishment. Every creation that
,
,is shown is the inspiration of an artist and not of the copyist.
f
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Hl

I

K

I.MHMi

Millinery

We illapliiy for the liiertlon of our fileiida and
pntrona the moat varied, lieuutlful and exilualve
atylea In fall millinery thut w have ever allow u.
Wall-I- t
our window dlapluja.
The nrtlatlc and
1'nrlnltin color harmonica, the new and lieuutlful Imported feuthera.
floweta atid rlldiona, the klllfut
and
the whin dlveralty of atyh-- all comhltie to muko
thla illapliiy the aullioi Itutlve tnllllnery (IhiwIhk of
ttie aeitaon.

fur dlaplay of nrlfilnal I'arlalun m ídela, tugether
with coplea and adaptallona auluhlo for the Atmf-lea- n
complete, and the tttdica
tnniket, la aliaoluo-tof AllMiou-rtulire cordially ln'lted to avail them-aelvc- a
of thia opportunity for ohnervliiii ths laicát
Mild nee t at in ot,. a.
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Silks and Velvets; Exclusive Autumn Styles

r the
la It Hint wiimrn
know nlmut l the ,rrrnt mninptit.

"Wht

'

"V

Fabrics

Dress

.

i

itJ'.i:wi'fiCji '

-

,

r

mÉm.

B00KMAWERS BARRED

I

Store
Mnlo-rln-

n;.

4 mm

.

Lexington,
Ky
Sept. .14. The
Kentucky raelnR eommlxslon todny
adopted the followlnr remihitlon:
"Any perwon who own wholly or
In part, or In Iníerented directly or
Indirectly In any book made on the
racen at any meetltiK which
licensed
by this commission, Hhall not be per- being
In Huch
while
Interested
mlttiid
book to race any horse upon any
track so licensed, and for, any violation of 4hls rule the guilty party Khali
be rulijd off."

READ JOURNAL WANTS.

eacs mid
Uecelvo nil exleiisivp rcprcsonlnlloei In it. special display I)ikHmiIii loilny. Tills early i.flVrlint oí Hie
I ,
l many monllis
IiimIm- - coil
colors assured I rcchum preference In fall ami wlnler fashions was ph
trol nils wecuml for Hie Itesl of Hie orllnnl priMluctloiis of the lending KurM nil Iim,iiih. Many pf Hie very liiirni-In- g
of our exuding; clientele.
llovIMs rei,res-ii- t the foreitio! skilled Mcnvers' vftttrtn lo nicel Hie i reqiilrenieiils
Hie most
of Ibis xlilbll cmliraclng, as it ilis-sWe speak with lite, inmost uNNtiniiic of Hie credllnble cliimicK-extensive ami (lie iiMwt. pleasing new wciucn ami iolors ecr hIiowii hy m ai llils early ilute.

I Wwi

wan arrested here today on
HiiHpfelon
that he in rexponMlhlo for
thr- KtmiiKlliiK muidern In which
two telephone glrl at Clnelnnutl )ot
their liven over two yeaix bro. The
rrlme had been attributed to Oliver
HaiiRh, the Dayton fiend, who wiim
electrocuted fjr the murder ot hl
father, rnother and alHter.
-

Secretary

RESULTS! ALBUpERQUEPLANIilGKILLI

MORNING JOURNAL
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, return limit
WANT ADS
October 2, 1907, Call at ticket
office for particulars,
RESULTS!
RESULTS!
T. E. PURDY. Anent.

The Men Autumn

at columbus
Sept.

ROY A. STAMM

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

J. A. 'WEINMAN
President

'earthqunre. The cuuse
nlon In a mytery.

allegedYtrañgler

13

and-retu-

ar

--

KiK'hel

and

-- :-

i Alton,' tils., Sept. 14.
Fifteen thousand j)Outids of powder were exploded
Mhortly before noon today at the
Equitable, powder workx In KaMt Alton, killing CharleM McCIiiiiIn.s and

seized

Big List of Entries

.

POWDER FACT0RYBL0WS
- ., UP;
KILLING WORKMAN

liniiHeH

al

ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRY GOODS HOUSE.
Garments Exclusively
Dry Goods, Millinery and Women's Ready-to-WcMail Orders Prompily Pilled
Phone Order Pilled Promptly

MENT, IT IS TRI E.

t

muny

"

THE EGONOMl ST

.

Superintendent 'Marlon Llttivll, of
the territorial penitentiary, loit here
today for Trinidad, where
wIM
take charge of Jose D. Aragón, a convict who escaped from the camp oi.
the scenic highway some tima pgr.
Aragón was under a three years' sentence for robbery from Colfax ro tiav
He was arrested while at work tie'
Trinidad. There is a rumor here that
the demand for him In the Crll'i.x
county sherlff'B office Is so strong tn.-Mr. Llttrell may determine to give up
his position In the penitentiary and
return home to resume the office
which he left to take charge, it .4.e
territorial prison.

u

nuuiu u. UUF.l.

Lrn

PACING PROGRAM

AND

$1,000
Purse No. 12:17 Pace
$1 ,000
Purse No. 22:20 Trot; Denver Post Stake Race
Purse No. 32:13 Pace; Veuve Clicquot Yellow Label
1. $1,000
.Champagne. Stake Race
$ 500
Purse No! 4 2:25 Pace
$1,000
Purse No. 5 Free for all Pace:
$ 500
Purse No. 62:30 Trot

,.

and Eastern points. On sale
daily until September

To Colorado

......$72.90

,

Albuquerque, New Mexico,

i

immigration authorities át El Paso,
on the charge of
where he was held
Bristol, n. I., Sept. 14. The an- being
illegally in- - the United States.
nouncement of the fourth challenge It is expected that the men will now
for the America's cup by Sir Thomas be released from custody. , '
Llpton revived Interest here regarding yachting. Nathaniel G. Ilerres-ehof- f,
KANSAS
TPLNI 1IAV, XKW
designer of the cup defenders CHOI'. SIIIPPKH TO I S DIRKCT ACCOUNT 1. 0. 0. F. SOVERfor the past fourteen year, refused PHOM TIIK FAHM: NO HEKIS: NO
EIGN GRAND LODGE.
today to comment upon the anticlpat- - HAD. SH'STV
BALKS:
KVKIIY
lOlTXI TIIK VKI5Y CHOICKST. BY St,
Paul
or Minneapolis
TIIK BALK OK TO.V Oil Í'AHLOAI.
BKCKIVKI)
CABS
TIIKKK
THIS
"
and return
$52.10
T. N. LINVILLE.
W'KHK. K. V. l'KK. 802-eS. F1KST
sr., i'Iioxe lo.
Tickets on sale September
BTAI'I.K AND FANCY
RO( ERIKS

KH.'M.-Do'jgliert-

.

October 7th to 12th Inclusive

xcursions

e.

PREUMIi'pLANS

issociation

$8,000 For Trotters, Pacers and Runners!

1 1 l--

Er-el-

Fair

Little More

little harmless eolfishncHs Is all that
ytll keep you .11 the struiRht road to
prosperity.
Cultivate an interest in your
own interests hy reading and uxinK the
classified ads regularly making them
serve you, taktns them into daily partnership of efTort. On the day that no
one advertises the thlntf you want, then
write an ad yourself, asking for it.
with these want ads. fiivo
them tasks to do errands. ifnts,
Harness these publicity ponies
the want ads
and keep them at
work for you. It's a harmless

n,

Har-diiig-

Annua! Territorial

th

Self-intere- st

A

s

non-unio-

,

A

Duluth, Sept. 14. Directors 'fit the
North Butte and the Calumet and
Arizona companies today decided to
curtail the production of their copper mines 50 per cent. This will mean
a reduction, o; 700 tons a month at
the Calumet and Arizona mines and
500 tons at the North Butte. Ir, explaining the action of the d'rectors,
President Briggs, of the Ca'ume: and
Arizona said:
"It is currently reported that there
Is a surplus of copper. Once the demand for metal Is active the surplus
will disappear if good times continue,
and the surplus now on hand is litt'e
more than normal."

New Haven, Conn., Sept. 14. Frank
A. McGee, of Worcester, Mass., or- FOES OFPRESIDENT
IRpecint UlaDRtch to the Moraine Journal.
ganizer of the International Mpulders'
MAY MnA fifi
niA7
.santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 14. Govern- union, and John A. Duim, secretary of
l.
wu CPCP
wiriu in rv i
or Curry was guest of honor tonight at the local union, were arrested this afta d;nner party given by former Gov- ernoon, charged with intimidation of
n
men at work In
California Governor
ernor M. A. Otero at his residence the
lo lfMior
foundry, where a strike is on.
Requisition for Alleged
VnJ
Other guosts were Solomon Luna, H.
'I
O. Bursum, J. VV. Raynoids, Attorney
Revolutionists.
General A. B. Fall, G. W. Pilchard, R. SPAIN STOPS TROOPS
J. Palen, Arthur Sellgman, A. B. Rene-haSacramento, Cal., Sept. 14. Gov
BOUND FOR MOROCCO ernor
Morgan O. Llewellvn, L. A.
Gillett resolved today to refuse
Hughes, R. c. Gortncr and U. M.
to honor the reWlsltlon of the govfor the extradition
Gibraltar, Spt. 14. Orders for the ernorR. of Missouri
land Commissioner Robert T.
n
Flares Alagon and Antonio
of a brigade of Spanish in- of
returned today from Clayton, departure
Villareal, nown jail at Lou Angeles.
where he has been for several days, fantry from Algeclros for Morocco The
men, wh are alleged to bet Mexgoing thence
with
with
Governor were suddenly countermanded today. ican revolutuinlsts. are charged with
Curry during hiatreent trip through
criminal iibl in St. Louis. It is alnortheastern NewMexico.
leged they Jumped their ball bonds
The territorial gVand Jury adjournbeing indicted by the grand jury,
ed today.
TwentyVthree indictments
FOR CUP DEFENDER after
Antonio Villareal escajicd from the
s.

Cultivate

Twenty-Seven-

HUTMIlim

TIIK K OMIMIsT f
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Disquieting Rumors of Possible Shut Down Cause Uneasiness in Bisbee Although the
Tales Are Denied,- : .

-

to be bad policy, and an ordinary every day bill that reflects the Crystal's
standard every week In the year. Is
the Intended offering, some headliners
which might' be taken as "extra" have
crept Into the opening program. For
xample, the Four Franks, one of the
big recognized features of the day,
are to appear here during the opening
week. Manager Cordier has Just received Intelligence from Circuit Manager Weston that the Four Franks
will surely be sent to. Albuquerque for
the week of September 16.
This remarkable quartette will be
seen in their latest screaming sensation, "A Mixed Affair," which ends In
some splendid singing.
"A Mixed Affair" relates the remarkable complications of a Uoctor
who marries a widow, and each has
been married before aid has a child.
The doctor has a daughter and the
doctor's wife lias a son. Each has
deceived the other but now both children appear upon the scene.
The son Is taken for the new chauffeur and the daughter for the

BROWtJS V.'ILL GO TO

TIEfltlCIEIII
TODAY
Santa

Fe

Has ' Strengthened

Team Local Lineup

'

Changed and Fans
Fireworks to Start.

;

Is Also

Expect

-

'

new-coo-

'
Southern Arizona appear to be
'
mimewhat ahirmed by the slump In
Scream after scream ensues 'Until
copper
by
gloria
the
market and
the
the mystery is at last cleared up.
of an immediate shut-dow- n
of the blx
Montuna producers. In Kisbce It ha
been rumored that the Copper Queen KIBBEY SAYS STATEHOOD
would retire a law proportion of iU
IS NOT AN ISSUE
woikint? force, but thin rumor has
been promptly and authoritatively denied by the following In the Blsbt-- All zona (inventor Suys
It Don Not
JUvkw:
Interest Ills People Just Now.
In pite of the many disquieting
which have been current in
the city during the past few days conA Los Angeles dlsVatch says: Gov-ercerning the laying off of a targe numr Klbhcy of Arizona. In an Interber of men by the big operating com- view today, said: "Joint statehood Is
panies, the reported declines , in
nil out of question and single stateof copper, the panicky condition hood for the territory is not an issuo
of the stock market and other unfa- at this time. Nothing can be dono
vorable circumstance, a general re- about It now. 1 am opposed to makview of the facts in the case shows ing any attempt to bring up the matthat lUsbce Is solid, and that gen- ter at the next session of congress."
eral business conditions here are bet- The governor will remain hTe several
ter than in any place that can bo days before returning to Arizona. He
named. There is absolutely no foun- is a guest today of the Hassayampa
dation for the reports of a shut-tlow- n
dub.
of the mines, and furthermore, there
is no danger of the laying off of men.
Yesterday afternoon a report was DRAMATIC TREAT IN
current on the streets that the Copper
STORE FOR ALBUQUERQUE
Queen Consolidated Mining company
was discharging a large number of
n
men, ami that a general
A dramatic treat is In store for all
might he looked for. When seen and theater-doers
September 0, at the
asked concerning the report by a Ker Klks' theater. on "Lost
In New Yolk"
view representative, Walter Douglas,
no
will be the offering and sutely
general manager of the I'helps-Dodg- e
better play could have been chosen,
Interests In this section, said:
it Is the best comedy drama ever
'There is absolutely no foundation as
presented to an American audience.
for such u report, as we are not lay- The
company presenting It is very
ing off men, and whatever may have capable.
scenic effects and
been considered at an earlier date, we equipments The
are said to he realistic and
do not now Intend to do so. I underMadison
hlackwcll
shows
stand that a tumor Is current to the Square, and the greatisland.
Kast river at
effect that the Amalgamated Copper night and
other points of interest.
company is closing down its' mines in
who witness the presentation of
Hutte, but even If this is true, it wilt Thoseplay
will be repaid for their trouhave no effect whatever on conditions this
ble, and those who miss It, will have
other than of a beneficial character in something
to regret. 1'rlces, 25, 3D, 50
Ulsbee."
Discussing the general Arizona sit- and 75 cents.
uation, the lleview says:
Judging
LOCAL AND PERSONAL
from the actions of the
producers and consumers of copper in
the past couple of months, during
H. J. Macey, of Cutter, N. M., spent
which the price of the metal has been
hammered, because of the fact that yesterdav In the city.
the consumers would buy no more
John W. Sullivan, superintendent or
than was absolutely necessary for the Hagan coal mines, arrived in the
demands,
and
the
their Immediate
city last night.
policy of retrenchment which Is conCharles K. Spa.l'T, county ci mmls-slontemplated by the big copper produof Sandoval eoun'.y. .arrived
cers all over the country. It looks very here last night from Hernallilo.
of
much as If the entire matter is going
John Gardner, superintendent
to come to a show down some timo mining property near Kngle, N. M.,
soon, and the side which Is able to wag a visitor In Albuquerque yesterho'd mil the longer will win the con- day.
test and place the price, although thi.i
W. II. Taylor, of Vlsa lt, C; and
may lie only temporary.
Miss Cora pdenbaiig.l, of Tulare, Cal.,
It was reported In the district yes- were married last night by the Itev.
terday that copper had fallen below Hugh A.. Cooper.
17 cents, but this question was merely
a bid. and no vales were recorded at
that ligare. As a matter of fact, ther
Is no general quotation for copper be- A
DOUBLE HEADER
bid
cause tiie consumers will not
what the producers want, and the latter III not weaken.
The man who said last week that
stocks had hit the bottom, that they
GALL CAME
bad been pounded into n pulp that
wouldn't squeeze another drop, that
represented anj thing short of a bargain day prize, went up against It
hard yesterday. Monday was bad
PARK
enough but It was not a marker for
the tight ami left solar plexus raps
that landed all over the list yesterday,
f Jreene-- ( 'amnion's loss from the high
point of the year at yesterday's closn
for Instance, was something like
.Calumet and Arizona closed Socorro Team, Bátelas Grays
at the low ligures of the year. And
and Gerónimos to Struggle
fco it went all along the lino.
What did It is not clear at this disanytance. Dispatches fail to give
for Amateur Championship
thing definite. Kids of 16 cents for
copper probably had something to do
of Territory,
with it, though there were no sales
Tecorded at that ligure, so far as reported. However, the assumption Is
The Socorro - Barcias - Gerónimo
that this price was put out as either a game at Traction park this afternoon
feeler or an ultimatum to the producers who have been sticking out for will be for the gate receipts and the
IS cents, and last week negotiated territorial amateur championship. The
that price,
sales at
will
the double-headthough the-- e sabs are said to have first game of
' o'clock and will !io bebeen merely to fill immediate needs s'eit a1
At tho
and liaren.'.
and not as large at that as expected tween Si.f
bv the producers and selling agencies. conclusion of the first game, the winworking
off
shout
on
They counted
pounds of the surplus on ner will play the GcBonlmos. at pres7O.oa0.O00
hand by Saturday night. It Is said ent holding the championship.
the sales fell considerably short of
The Socorros will arrive here this
tills. So the stand pat attitudei on morning and will be met at tho depot
both sides of. tbe fene Is practically
as strenuous,. iwrbaj's ,at this timo as by the Harela Grays and Gerónimo
it was before the cut to !s mil s ml players and therl escorted to tho Gerthere Is 'cotiseqfíently tiie same uncer- ónimo ciuh quarters In the Llks' opera
tainty on the part of the copper stock
Investors as has prevailed during the hocse.
lssi several months, which would exThe lineup of the Gerónimos and
plain In part, the slaughter of yester- Harela Grays Is as follows:
day
before.
day and the
Gerónimos It loy Kd wards, rat itIn the local market there was disappointment yesterday In the action er; Hllilerbrandt, pitcher; Archer,
if Wolverine, which In sympathy with first base; Ben
Helwlg,
shortstop:
the balance of the stock refused to j
perforin as it would seem the strike I'tnpke, third liase; Johnson, second
of ore a few days ago would Justify has; lleauehamp, left Held;Held,HUKc,I
a.i
The advance of Mon- center Held: Moore, light
It In doing.
day dropped out of sight, where six Gallos, substitute.
Harela Grays Pena, catcher; Hams,
month ago It would doubtless have
It Is pos- pitcher:. I'erea. first base; Gonzal"s,
f rowded up several points.
sible that reports current yesterday second iiase; DeHlesse. third base: A-J;
belatli, shortstop; F. DeHlesse, left fiel
that theie would be a litigation
cause the ore strike was In Illgglns N'arvles, center field; Haca, right field;
methln gto do with It. O'ltannon, substitute.
ground had
The lineup of the Socorro team Inn
tint It does not seem that home people would allow anv such wash to not yet been unnoiinced.
go down. The Wolverine strike Is
Dan Padilla, manager of the liii'-rla- s
lolly ;ioo feet from the Illgglns line.
Gravs. said last night tha lili
conservatively twenty-flv- o
The ore
team was going to win from bo h the
Is
It
reasonable
through
C. Hlalr,
while
feet
Socorros and Gerónimos.
to presumí' that It Is not less than manager of the Gerónimos, slmp'y
seventy-liv- e
feet deep from the tunnel asid: "Walt and see."
level, with no telling how much stop
The First regiment hand will play at
Ing ground above. It looks exceed- intervals during the games.
ingly good.
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The Mcintosh Browns will leave
this morning on No. 10 for Santa Fe
to give the Ancient City Grays their
mojithly walloping, and while the
line-u- p
of the local nine Is somewhat
new, Acting Manager Frank HarrU
says his boys will win.
On account of having no games
scheduled till fair week, the directors
of the Hrowns have decided that a little weedlgg should be done to cut
clown expenses, and as a result Shay
and nathburn, the first and third
baseman, have been released.
Captain Hoy McDonald, the catcher.
Is also out of the game; not dropped
out, but sick. The change in the lineup does not look good to some of the
fans, but the Browns' nerve has not
deserted them.
One reason for the pessimistic attitude of the fans is that the Santa Fe
Centrals have strengthened
their
team. Isbell, a brother of Frank
the Chicago leaguer, will twirl
for the Capital City team, and a number of other new players have been
secured, making the Ancient City's
Grays look rather formidable.
will bo as folThe Browns line-u- p
Diamond, catcher: Craible,
lows:
pitcher: Donovan, tlrst; Kunz second; Clancy, short; Galgano, third;
McHugh, center; Graham, left; Allen
and Laster. right.
'
School Tennis Make llljr Score.
At the tune of 21 to 13, the University of New Mexico preparatory
team went down to defeat yesterday
afternoon at Traction park, the Albuquerque High school nine winning
easily. Galgano, the Browns' pitcher,
umpired the game.
Wagner, the High school twitier,
did good
work, but Cooper, his
catcher, was not so tine, allowing many
past his glove, permitting
to
slip
balls
quite a number of the fourteen scores
to he made.
Galles and McQuado were the University team's batteries.
A fairly large- crowd from the University and High school witnessed
the game.
The second base ball team from the
Immaculate Conception school defeated the second from tjie Fourth
ward yesterday afternoon by the score
of 7 to 6. Tho batteries were: Immaculate Conception, Joe McCanna,
and A. La Diiere; Fourth ward, Nathan Thigfir and V: Loebs.
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IDE AWFUL
HOW

SIM OF
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This is the harrowing story of how
Trinidad, the Invincible, "got tier's,"
as they say In Chicago and other civIt was a majority of
ilized centers.
eleven runs and Trinidad Is taking "n
about It. The story Is partially told
In the following extract from the Trinversion of the
idad Chronicle-New- s
catastrophe:
Just as Trinidad once defeated the,
Pueblo Western league team by light
ing on one of their pitchers on an off
day and hammering him all over :hx
lot before he was taken out, so i
did to Trinidad yesterday, bating Jack Nash for ten before he "i.s
taken out of the box, and scoring nine
runs oT him.
Toner succeeded Nash In the fourth,
and though he was hit rather hard,
the hits were scattered, and the seoie
was held down.
The game was a
farce as far as playing bull was
cp-cerne- d.

'

Tho Pueblo State Fair assoclailin
han made some of the poorest
for accommodating a bT
game that a big crowd ever saw.
The field was ankle deep in sand,
an ' If this wasn't enough, there were
about one thousand spectators who
banked themselves around the infield
so that the first and third ssck men
wire never visible to the grand stand,
and at times one could not see the
fielders.
Several high ones that the outfte'd
could have hud were credited as hi:s
off Nash because Craig. McClelluad
and the left fielders, Toner and MeU.
had to kick a doxen kids out of tho
way or fall down over them, missing
the ball altogether.
Those spectators completely hid t'.ie
diamond from the grsnd stand. It
was a Joke to call that lot a dlamonl.
however, for no foul lines were
marked, there was nothing but four
bags of sawdust statlonifl at Intervals
In the sand. Iloth tenuis had a share
of grief In chasing balls through that
sand. The grsnd stand chafed wnlle
It wondered what was coming oft in
the lot.
To add Insult to Injury, the game,
which whs scheduled for 8 o'clock, did
not start until nearly 4. While the
W AM, HTRr ET.
for over an
un crowd waited
'losing
quotations
Siqil
York.
V .,f Hit mots artlv stocks n lli New hour. there was patiently
nothing doing, but ns
it
hi
folsoon as the ball game started, around
xihange Imlay were
Vi.rk stuck
goes a bunch of chariot races, horse
lows:
"
1 races, broncho busting and other unAtchison
interesting tilings to the fHns kicki. Preferred. 1.14
Nw York (Vritrnl
ing up so much dust that the diamond
I'enrmvlv unís
.Il4
was obscured.
. U
Hoiitliorn l'mlfle .. .
Not content with this, Pueblo's fire
fnl'iii I'svlfle
.ins
department had to give an exhibition,
. 7
Iilil ,
l" Irfrf
and while Pueblo had two men on
Amclssiiiaint c.ipiwr
bases, the hook and ladder truck
I'nll'il Hialoa Steal ..
pj I'rafrrrad
drove malesllcally across the diamond,
between Hrlerly and Toner, allowing
Oh. it was very
Modttnaf
two men to xtenl.
s
advartli-Inuaa
A tulnM
man cannot
til
lovely.
'
Whan ht trtu
mMiiima and sohauoa.
i..
It ht It In tha pottilon ,if tha tippUr who
trl.,1 to f..niurn lha anllrt vlafhla aupply of The Interview That
'
llnie.r In lha miaraaia of Htmparanna.
trtat In uaa a aawan tun) Stirred the Nation.
If a markama
I
at oner ha will aland taa chanca i.f raarh-1

STAR HAY

&

GRAIN CO.

'

J.

W.

rainier Heisirls Serious
of Ills Olllce Furniture,
!lr-rniiccmci-

ii

of the
Palmer, proprietor
J.
Ftar Hay and rain company". Fourth
lid Central avenue, reported to the
police yesterday morning that unknown parties had broken Into lil
plaie of business Friday night an I
had stolen various little articles of
no great value.
Whin Mr. I'almer opened up '..is
store yesterday morning, Ir fminfl
drawers distuibed, chairs overturned,
anil other signs that the thief had
searched for money and valuables,
and falling In discover such, had
played havoc with the furniture In
W.

the

oftlee.
No arrest

I

have been made,

tiieitl l'frtiudj' VI tomlnic
Although l" iiiMiiti.it program lias
been chosen by the Crystal thcater
people for tbe opening of their new
liüUMJ In this city, a that U thought

LANDS ACTIVE

III U ES ILLA

;.

Paso in laying
High Coal Prices at Door of
the New .Mexico Producers
and Sales Houses,,

Tucson Joins

El

-

..

W1;

:;

....

JsrWItnrij

"

-

.1

'fflfiSW

STORAGE

Male

HELP WANTED

WANTED At once, ratchet setter,
trimmer, lumber grader and man to
take- charge of' lath mill; also coal
miners. Colburn's Emp. Agency, lp9

ffANTED Pianos, household goods, tto.,
atorad safely at reasonable ratea. Phont
Improve640.
Tht Secur.ty Warehouse
ment Co. Offices In the Grant Block. Third
treat anil Central avenue.

.Personal Property Loans

W. Silver.

WANTED Milkers. Apply at Beze-- .
mek's dairy. 1902 North Fourth st.
Horsesnoer; first class
WANTED
Smith & Frank. 305
floor man.
On Furniture, Pirfnos, Orpins, Horses.
Copper ave,
STINTED Janitor; man mut be handy Wagons and other Chattels; also on
T,
Jour- Salaries and Warehouse- - Receipts, as
with toóla; Gooü wtgea. " Addrett
'
nal offlct.
low as $10.00 and an high as $150.00.
age. Loans are quickly made and strictly
of
8oy U to If yeart
WANTED
American Lumbar Company.
private. Time: One month to one
14
and 1, at year given. Goods to remain In your
WANTED Boy, between
American Lumber Company.
possession. Our rates are' reasonable
WANTED General merchandise clerk re- Call and see us before borrowing
quires good position at once. Age 17; Steamship tickets Ho
nd from al'
Apply, C. parts of the world
married; near railroad preferred.
J. Canning, Wagon Mounq, w. m
THE HOUSEHOLD LON CO
WANTED-- All
round butcher; for full in
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
formation corretpond with Turner
'
,
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Ground. 'Kait Let Vegas, N. M.
OPEN EVENINGS.
WANTED-Stokers
at the gal plant- - Apply 803
Wast
Avenue

PROFESSIONAL

Money to Loan

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS

V ,'

R. W. D. BRYAN

Attorney at Iw.
First National Bank Bulldln
v

Office In

Albunnerque, New Mexico,

PHYSTCMNS ANT SptfiFONB.
DR. CHAS. A. FRANK
,'
Physician and .Surgeon. '
Special attention
iven to Skin;
Rectal and Genito-Urinadiseases,'
Hours,
a. m., 5 p. m., 8 p. m.
Rooms 4 and B. Barnett bldg.
DR. S. L, BURTON

;

,

ry

-

-

,

Physician and Surgeon
"
Highland Office. 110 8. Walter Btrett,:
Albuquerque. N. M. Phone N. "JO
Central
R. U HUST
Physician end Surgeon ''.
'.
MISCELLANEOUS
Rooms 6 and , N. T. Armijo Building
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
TRAINED nurse, living in country,
will care for baby, sick or well, best DRS SHADRACH & TULie
"
of food and care; private home; rates
Practice Limited
Eye, Ear, Nose Throat r
reasonable. Address M, Morning Journal.
Oculist and Aurist for Santa Fe eoast
lines. Office SIS
West Central are.
Hours: 9 to 12 a.m.: 1:80 to
tvtn
FOR RENT Dwellings
HOMEOPATHS.
and
FOR RENT Houses furnished
unfurnished, 4 to 8 roms, modern. DRS. BRONSON & BRONSON
k
W. H. McMllllon, real estate broker,
.'
Homeopathic
211 West Gold ave.
Physicians and Surgeon.
Over Vann'a drug store. Phoes:
flat, also a
FOR RENT A
Office
and residence, 628. Albij.
house and hotel. W..
real estate broker, 211 W. merque, is. M.
r
DR. W. M.' SHERIDAN
Gold eve.
,''.'.
FOR RENT A two roomed house, nearly
Homeopathic i ' ;
nev; call at 612 N. Fifth atreet. "
Physician and Surgeoe.
FOR RENT Furnished house and tent at Occidental Life Building, Albuter401 8. Edith streec.
Inquire 323 B. Edith ol!' New Mexico. Telephone gm.
street.
VETERINARY.
FOR RE.NT At 61S W. Coal, a 14 room
"
house, newly remodeled; up to dale In all WM. BBLDEN
respects; rent reasonable; see owner at tne
Veterfnanf.v
v
place or call on real estate agents.
Phone 405.' Residence 408 8. Kdlth.
FOR RENT Large barn with stallt for
five Viortet and plenty of room for vehiDENTISTS.
' v
cles; large hay loft and corral. Addrttt J. DK.
J. D. KRAFT
.
J. J., Morning Journal.
'
Surgeen.
Dental
FOR RENT Tuo or three room nouses, Rooma
Barnett Building. Phone
furnished or' unfurnished. W.
744.
Appointments made by tnH
.

nt the Gaa Plant.

HELP WANTED

Female

WANTED Girl for general housework; small family; good wages.
Apply mornings. J. Lee Clarke, 60S,
tf
W. Roma ave.
First-clas- s
waitress at
WANTED
once: wages $30 per month, board
and" room: come at once or wire. Geo.
Mix. Arca-- e Restaurant, Gallup, N. M.

tf

Lady teacher to teach Jeme
WANTED
only competent
public school;
Bpringt
teacher with experience need apply; good
wages. Apply to J. W. Miller,, or Linus L.
shield Teres, N. M. At the Economía!, an experiWANTED
enced aaleawoman In the millinery de-

VALLEY

?

V

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISES

partment,

partment,

tf

WANTED Girl for general housework.
ply 619 South Second treeL
WANTED A tHleawoman In millinery
partment at the Economlat

WANTED

Ap-

tf
de-

Miscellaneous

I.

-

.

:

5

:

--

:

--

m

m

'

-

'

'

'

"

S,

trelle S0Í Siwth Reeond street

akchTteots..

8pencer

"
salespeople on account of
w.
FOR SALE
Miscellaneous
removal tale starting Monday. 16th. ApArchitect.
ply tomorrow between 8 and i a. m. L.
FOR SALE A eldeboard, J08 8. Amo Street Rooms 4(t and 47. Barnett' Building.
That Rio Grande farming land Is, In Kempenlch.
'
;
strong demand in the vicinity of Las WANTED Gentlemen lo occupy two fur- separate;
rooma,
or
connected
nlahed
front
Is
following
shown by the
Cruces
private
on
sale;
FOR BALE Furniture at
one furnished tent In good location;
Aasayer, Mining & Metallurgical
sales, which have been reported from also
all contents of a 6 room house. Parlor
Bee E. O. Price, 212
Une; no Invalida.
Engineer.
i ,
Las Cruces during the past few days; car
suite; combination writing dank and
s. Second street, or apply at 4 --'3 H. Third
09 West Frutt avenue, Postoffice Ho
William Walling, of Shreveport, La., atreet.
'
book case; china cabinet; buffet; quar173, or at office of
has purchased the V'eeder ranch at WANTED Position by lmly stenographer;
H. Kent.
ter sawed oak; btrdseye maple bedSouth Third street.
,
room suite; porcelain lined Tefrlgerator,
Dona Ana, consisting of 106 acres, at
Address
ratate office preferred.
real
L
range,
new; gasoline
heating stoves; 3
$50 per acre. This land Is all in brush Stenographer, care Morning Journal.
OIVII
KXilNKKIt
rugs.
begins
Saturday
Bale
Axmlnster
but Mr. Walling will begin at once to
bags at Hahn't
Cual
morning. 521. East Central avenue.
.
PITT ROSS
improve. He will move, his family oh WANTED Empty
WANTEDf-Ext-

f.

ra

assaFeus.

Ill

the hind and wiU make his home
there. "The sala was made through the
Grown Realty company.
Peter Isnient, a merchant of
il. TJjhas been looking over
the vafl'ey some time. He has purchased 120 acres of land from J. J.
Vernon and J. P. Coats at. Mesilla
Park, at $100 per acre. J'art of the
will
land is in cultivation.
move his family there and rnuke his
home on the land. He also purchased
n
321 acres west of Vado from Van
& Mlddleton at $40 per acre.
These sales were made through the
., . .
Brown Realty company.
Mr. Blrdwell, who recently purchased the Alameda ranch, north of Cruces, consisting of ninety ncrrf, is ditracts to sell
viding )t Into ten-acthem out.
A tract of land consisting of 106
acres; known as the ranches of
Ford & Foster, locu.ed on the
Paseo about half way from Cruces to
the college, has been divided Into acre
lots and will be put on the' market at
$300 each on easy terms.
H. B. Beckett, of Pittsburg, Pa.,
who came out here a week ago, Jias
purchased the William Johnson ranch,
Just north of town on the west side of
the Armijo ditch, consisting of nine
acres, house asd other
consideration $1.011(1. -- Mr. Bcctl and
family will move onto tho place about
September 1 5.
John H. Brown,' or spi ingneiu, in.,
ranch
has bought the twenty-one-acbelonging to, Mrs. Sarah Malone, Just
south of the'clty on the Mesilla road;
consideration $3,750. He also bought
Clay Gulley's rsnch about three miles
acres; $3,6D0.
north of town; forty-tw- o
Mr. Brown and brother, with their
families, will move there October 1.
He Is a florist and will at once start
In to raise all kinds of flowers for
the market.
Chi-cash- a.

De-gae-

Pueblo Landed With a Majority
of 11 and Fire Department
Made a Run Across the Diamond,

i

Fill

'

WANTED Woman or girl In take charge (if
house for three; light work. IU1 SArno.
WAITED
Girlfor house work lii small
s
family. Apply; to 717 W. Ooldavenue.
WANTl?i-"competent white woman as
cook for family of two peraont. Inquire of
05 Tijera Road.
Field,
B.
N.
Mia.
WANTED At the Economist, an- experiIn the millinery deenced saleswoman

Mr.-Isme-

GOT HERS

I

THIEF WRECKS OFFICE OF,

,.:

...

ll,

A!

Kill

interview with him Is the result of
careful .thought and pursuant to some
definite plan, .i y
Mr. Roosevelt stated Immediately
after his election that he would not
again be a candidate for the office
he now holds. . This statement was
applauded by the American public and
was undoubtedly made in 11 sincerity with no purpose other than to express his intention to follow the .limitation of the term of our highest office as laid down by his predecessors
since the time of Washington
and
recognized by them as an important,
though only mplledj condition of our
scheme of government. Mr: Roosevelt1
expressed his adherence to and approval of that limitation. Nothing
that he has since said shows any' wavering In the determination
then
formed. Indeed, both publicly and
privately he has given out" his Intention to abide' iby- the. decision then
made.
What, then. Is the motive of Mr."
Andrews In procuring the publication
of his recent interview?- If he U
raising a dust to cloud' his real views
he is. taking unnecessary pains to do
a useless thing. Silence would have
answered as well. If he is attempting
to curry favor by announcing a sycophantic allegiance In thé hope of securing the actual or moral assistance
In his attempt to secure again
the
republican nomination as delegate, he
is adopting, the wrong, course. To say
that the ' president wilt again be a
candidate is to accuse him of either
former Insincerity or present vacillation. The true friends of Mr. Ioosc-vel- t,
like Governor Curry, for example, have taken the president at his
word and are Teady to support the
man who has the capacity and has
declared his Intention of carrying out
the present policies of the government. Mr, Andrews had better guess
'
again.

re

Llll-ma-

n.

yard.

WANTED .Situation as book keeper by I
first ciasa experienced man; city refer-ence- a. FOR SALE Gasoline range, rocking
521 E.
chair and heating stove.
Address M. Barden. Journal office.
WANTED By, young lady, position at gov- -' Centrst.
erness; will take. class In literary, piano,
r
and fine
SALE Range, dres-se'
string Instrumenta, elocution, dancing; beat FOR
oak dressing table. 406 S. Walter
Address Govrecommendations furnished.
erness, 62 Mavsrlak street. San Antonio, st.
.
Texas.
FOR SALE Horse, saddle and bridle.
with
1012 Forrester ave.
WANTED Two unfurnished rooms

bath and boafl

In

Real

Estate

Five blocks from ManFOR SALE CHEAP
ta Fe shops, G room house with barn on
lot 60x112 feet; price 1800; 1 1 no down and
Apply to P. F.
balance on easy payments.
McCanna, Room 11 Grant block.
17
F(JR HA I.E Ranch!
acres good land;
large market garden: new i room frame
house;' large barn; 2 wells; chicken house,
tc. Address J. B., care of Morning Journal.
FUR SALE Ranch on N. Fourth street; 23
aerea. 20 In alfalfa; well under main
tlt"h; no alkali In ground. Addrees U. H.,
:ití of Mornlnc; Journal.
re
FUR SALE ;o,"00 acres flue unlnmpmved
Reeves County. Texas, agricultural lands;
all Irrigable from living water streams and
artesian wells; greatest fruit, alfalfa and
garden 'section In the L'nlled States: price
5
cash,
of land ii to till per acre; terms.
balance four equal payments at f per cent
Interest annually. Moore A Humar, agents
for H. & O. N, Ilailroad Company, Pecos,
.
,
Texas.
room
FOR KALE Three lots, large four
gasoline
house,
pumping plant, water In
.
house, fruit treea; Ideal place fur chickens;
MlNIJfO STOCKS.
J
12(11)
A. E. Robinson.
11.7011
If sold soon.
Hill street, fhnne 1GH2.
The following Boston quotation! are
Co.. broker, over their FOU BALE Two cottages and four corner
by F. tlraf
lots, cheap.
Klnster't Cigar Factory.
own private wire to Albuqueru.ua, K. M.,
HOT.
("Oil S A Í. E Real " eataFeT a t
September 11.
eac r I f I celf
0
IW'i
Amalgamated Copper
taken at once; 11 room modern residence
Ü
i
In the beat location In tha city. Termt, part
Anaconda
31)
tf ii
Allouei
cash, balance on time; a real bargain. P. U.

3'

Arcadian
Anions Commercial
Amerlian Haglnaw
Atlantic
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H
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4
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20
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1

HI
67
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Hour

'i

64

4

7',

llolie Consolidated
ranliy
Oreene
Helvetia
I le Huyale
Keewenaw
Michigan Mining
Mohawk Mining . .
Nevada Cotittolidatpd ..
North Hutte
Mplnalng
(ltd Dominion
.
Osceola
Parr. .It Mining
Qulior Mining ,
Uho.te laland .,'
Haven
Santa Ve Copper
Shannon
Superior and litttliurr

Tamarack
Trinity
I'nlted Copper

?

Ü

17

Blai k Mountain . . '
Butte Coalition
Cumberland Ely
Centennial .v ..
Calumet anil Atltona
Copper Jtange
tienn Arlvona . .'
Oavla Daly
F.uat

1

1
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tf
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UK.

M. WILLIAMS

DR. B.

DENTIST

FUR HAI.E 200 White Leghorn chickens,
Duaton atraln; bred to lay. William Wea-I'- n.
City; or call at ranch one block south
ROOMS 2
nf American Lumber Company plant.
FOR HALE Very nice new rag carpel; new
gas range; single buggy and harness. Mrs.
John Clark, 40 Hunlng avenue.
FUR HALE Ranches from 4 to .80 acres
each, all under main Irrigation ditch;
near city. Albuquerque Land Co., Room t.
tf
Cromwell building.
FUR SALE Horse, buggy and harness.
separate, cheap. Apply 614 North Sixth

f

'
;

A buggy and harness,- cheap If
taken at once; party going to leave town.
Inquire at this office.
FUR SALE Cheap, if sold at once., well
Imriroved
ranch. Call on or address Mrs. Ida Notley, Old Albuquerque.
FOR BALE Light mountain wagon, or will
exchange for buggy. Can be 'teen at
8. Third.
FOR SALE We have soma good oowt for
asle. A Ibera Brothers.
FOU BALE! Bull terrier pupa, bred from
the beat Pitt stock l.i America.
F. U.

Aita

RA UN KIT BlUMHNO.

SOME

BARGAINS

street.

FOR KALE

IN

,

e

Pass-more-

Casey. Box 183. Las Cruces. N. M.
FOR SALE A good top buggy tor sala
cheap. N. W. Alger, 124 South Walter

street.

tf

FOR
SALE Aermolov
windmills,
tanks
A.
TAT
anil
Ann
iihalMiAlltra... Wnllfln
,w
ruh,
N'nrth Eighth street, phone 1481.
tf

FOR RENT

Rooms

Furnished rooms; a
and 30. acre
ranch with good house. Apply 104
E. Coal ave.
FOR RENT Two nicely furrrlHhed
rooms for light housekeeping. 629 H.
Walter.
FOTl RUNT Two nlrely furnlnhed
for light
front rooms, suitable
housekeeping. Enquire 517 8. BroadF.OR RENT

fur-nlnh-

tent-hous-

e,

way.

RENT Two furnished rooms, convenient to civ and car line. Apply 7(17 K.
First street.
rooms;
FuR RENT Two large pleasant
bath, electric light, phone; breakfast If desired. Mrs. John Clark. 409 Hunlng avenue.
FOR RE.NT--Fowall fiirnlsh7ao7imT?or
all modern. 124 H. Kdlth.
housekeeping,
FOR RENT Pleasant furnfshed room with
bath; gentleman preferred; no
1002 N. Second street.
FUR

;

REAL ESTATE
frame, city water, near
ft. lot.
room, new frame, corner lot.
Highlands, good outbuildings., ,
3 room brick, cellar, good barn.
11200
near car line.
4
$1200
room frame, north, 8th street,
fiO ft. lot, city water.
f
4
$1350
room
cement
finish
adobe,
barns, shade, on car line.
$l50 4 room frame, bath, electric llgKtt,
11000

room

4

thops.

60

3

$11150

Highlands.
$11(004 mom frame,
In, cement walks.
$2i;o
B.

S

,

Highlands,

cloat

room brick, bath, cellar,'

hant.

Edith street.
5 room modern
adobe.' lot l'sot
shade and fruit treea, fourth

.$2500

122.

.
ward.
I room, two story frame, modern, near park.
$3oo S room modern bungalow, good
location, lot 75x142. '
7
4.".00
room, i story residence,
hot
water heat, corner lot, w. Tijeras.
$1750
13 room brick rooming house. IS
-good residence location. .
$r,oou room modern residence1, fina
location, near park.
Some good busUteaa properties sad
ranches fur tale,

$3150

ur

A.

health-seeker-

Nlcílyfurnlshsd

with
room
Arno street.
FOR RENT Three nicely furnished rooms
101 N.
for light housekeeping; no Invalids.
'
Edith street.
FOR KENT
Furnished rooms; pleasant
placa; no sick. 423 N. Blslh.
Fo'R KENT Two nicely furnished roomT
Apply SOT W. Gold avenue,
Foil RENT Two furnished rooms tollable
Addreas 411 N. Sixth
tor housekeeping.
FtTÜ RENT
Modern furníshedrooma;
re'
114 4 W. Oold avenue.
aonahia.
rooms with
FOR KENT Well Furnished
bath, at tht Occidental Life Building,
corner Central and Broadway. No Invalida,
Address lr, D, K. Wilson.
kÓOMS'FOR "hÉNT ATownñTotíFFúrñls'had
rooms with usa of bsth. by tht week of
month. No Invalida taken. Houl Cralga,
Silver Ait.
furnlíheoí
rooms-- it
vary low prices, Tht La Vtta Booming
House,
Watt Lead avsnut. llrt. J.
Fleming.
tf

bslh.

LOT OF HWF.K.T
I'Or.VrOI-K- .
t'EI KKV, t'ANTAI.Ot I'KS,
(IKKKN
AMI KWF.KT (HKN AT
Til K RKIIM IM' (iKOI KKY STOKE, lit
W. UOI.I AVt-MI'HOME III.
A MICH

ina

"

Bed, mattress
and
.SALE
springs, $12; dresser, $8. Apply
306 West Coal avenue.

rori"RÑT

LOST
High grade Victor wheel; reward
STOLEN
If raiurneri lu 4ID H. Fifth slrael.
l.OHT
In lha Highlands, a nla In gold rl ñg
with "J. to A ,
engraved In It.
rti'tiirn Ui this office and receive reword.

7

r

., ...

nn.

FOR
KALE Five-roomodern,
brick.
close In. east front, stay terms.
Room
N. T. Armijo building.
modern house. In tht
FOR KÁT.E Five-rooHighlands. Call st 417 South Arno. Dr.
Wilson.
FOR KALE ft room houaa anil lot, alan furniture by tht piece or lot; cheap, ou eaay
payments. Inquire ,1H8 Bars avenue.
w
so
FOR SALE A livt room "house,-"iiFan
eight room house, latter furnished or
both modern; clota In; cheap this
wtek; aleo two tested carriage, nearly new.
tnqulrt I2S Eatt Ctntral avsnue.

IS

'

County Surveyor.
Attorney before U. 8, Land Depart.
ment.
scrip lor sale. Civil
glneerlng.
Gold Ave.. Opposite Morning Journal

private family, must FOR-

Address Box
ie close In and modern.
tü4. City.
WANTED Lmber teams to haul lumber
' from
our mill In Cochltl Canon 'o Domingo, 22 miles; good roads and good water. Address Domingo Lumber Co., Thornton, N. M.
WANTED A certain number of boardera
pay your flxad expentea; every ont abort
that nimibar pays you a profit; you can always keep the number right by using tha
want coin mill of the Morning Journal.

FOR SALE

I

40

H.

Fleischer

Estate, Insurance,
- cty Bonds, Loans.

Real

Sur- -'
..

212 S. Second. Phone 674
GROSS, KELLY, & COMPANY

Wholesale Merchants
Wool, Hldos nl polU

a specialty.
AT.nrOPKftQfF,
f,AB

i

rim

SANTA FE TIME TABLE.
Notice It hereby given that on lha 2Mh
day of Auxual, 107. In accordance with tac35 i, tion U, Irrigation law iff 1D07. Itlo l'uerco
.3D
t'tah i '.oia ili.ts ted
,.115 11 123
Irrigation Company of Albuquerque, county
Wolverine
Hf t of Hernallilo, Territory of New Mexico, marte
application to tha territorial engineer of
New Mexico for a permit lo appropriate
from tht public watera of the Territory of
Mexico.
received
of New
Huch appropriation Is to lit mad from rOR RENT Modern rooms snd board, $11
per month. Mrs. Eva U Crslf, 101
Itlo l'uerco at p.ont which besrs N. S'J de- greea W. 10 feet from the N. W. enrner of Smith Second street, upatalra.
FINE SALT MACKEREL
(Icff.o.tivt Juns ltth.)
lha Iternahe M. Montano grant. Ily means
1
000 ac
of diversión and storage, capacity
Frnm tht Fast
Arrlvt.
ft., lo be filled three limes eai h aeaaon, and
Na. 1, Southern Cal.'K
7 4Í p
1 .14
normal flow of 12 cu. ft. per second snd
No. I, California Limited
1 01
. ...H31p
t
24.1100 ac. fl. Is to ha conveyed In polnia In
o. 7, North. Cal. rast MalL..l
to Mallnl A Eakla
II
Suoceeeort
grant
In
Townslilpa
and
abut
una,
and
II
It
n
anil
line
iwad
ha
If
but
than
lha Uriel
No.
39
for"
I,
P,
Met.
Rl
p
Jtap
11
City
I
Medium, 2
N. II. 1 W by means of ennui, and reser-- I
and Baehechl A Oloml
.ll.ll
(Im Vegas Optic)
alml It lararafullr.
:
from Iht Vtat
volrs and thera used for Irrigation and do-- I
.
WHOLF.S ALB DF.Al FRH
a wis a Jlffaranoa balwaan tcaM-ln- (
Thara
Tho Interview with DeliKAte Anpurposes
No. I, Chicago Fast Mall.....
me.tlc
an adart1atrm appropriation and Inraat-In- s
I
lié
1
drews. In which he declared himself as
Tti territorial engineer will take this sp- II.
No. 4, CAIctgo Limitad
I lip IM
for President
I..e.O
plication up for ronalderatlnn on 111 llih
U
Th Wlfta tilvartlarr rnnranlralaS hit tarn-tal- t In favor of s third
No,
I.
Kan.
City
Bid.,
thl.
h
I
tilSf
Poosevelt, hnt . en usiyt considerable
ilny of Noyemiter. Itw7. and all peraona who Ws
r.oj Iba en
hiwt aardliin, IB hit ftold
From His Mouth
hsndl sverythlng In our litis.
may oppose Hie gntlng of the aliov sp-- I
uaea ollir tnlliiina tin ceateia hill discussion.' A nninliej" of l'he .territorll
No.
sm)
10.
Writs
IllustrsteHi
Den.
Chi..
A
for
expreascil
appro,
Cstaloirtic
newspapers
lie-iliiivo
ial
tCC.EiMta
plication niuai file their nblecllona with the
Ita uwi
aa aittiplaiiintary enrt.
Mr,
I'rlo List, laaiisJ to dfBlerg onlf. No. It Connects nt Lsnir with brsmh Irals
vol of the delega!' position.
territorial engineer on or before lhal dale.
üí-ít
H. TIJeraa At., I'liont 01.
for Ssnts V'a and tlopa at all local polntt Is
IU
VKIt.S'ON I,. HI'I.I.IVAN.
Is not given to gossip and It
f.irry ranr nt trrrf Has a)f lha Miirolnf
T.rrllorial Engineer. CORNER riRST IT. JSII COITFE ATE New .Mexico.
may In assumed that any authorized
T. X. I'CHDT Astot
Jottmui thvald
tHltanai tat fou.
'

.'
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Just

Large

a shipment

25c

VI

Consolidated Liquor

!;

Go.

llt

..25c

trm

Champion Grocery
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SALE
OF

WILL BE BIG FEATURES

Numerous Important Sales Re111.ATiJERRITORIAL FAIR
ported From the Vicinity of
Las Cruces, With
'
Prices
Travelling Men Will Keep Opei)
.Climbing Upward,
.'
; House During- Entire Week.
The New Mexico coal Producers and
Montezuma Ball Decorations
dealers seem to have a lot to answer
these days. In Fl
recently,
,.s,to be, On. Elaborate Scale.:". for
when the price of coal got boosted

BLANKETS

Lucky
Curve

;

and the people were suffering from
nervous shock, the whole works vas
A. B. Stroup, superlndent of Bernalillo county schools, yesterday sent blamed on the Gallup mines and mine
to every county In the owner. Now comes Tue.ni, Art.,
territory, asking for data on the edu- with a mournful wail, with which Apeople, at $7.5) per
cational conditions of the -- counties lbuquerque
and districts, to be used In connection will feel a deep and hear' smi;at:i.v.
Coal In Tucson is selling
$10.50 avl
jt, with the educational exhibit At the Jll.liO per ton, and the lit
only consolacoming territorial fair. Mr. Stroup.
("
who Is In charge of this departmet t. tion Tucson has is that Los Angeles
seeks to learn the number of scho'ars has to pay $16 for the same weigh,
In attendance In each
county, the and Frieeo $15. There Is some consolation In that, but It's mighty ;i'.;e.
' number of teachers and data on geu-erconditions, the exhibit to be thus The Tucson Citizen says:
The news Is far from pleasant, and
formed to be Illustrated with photo.
. graphs.
All of the desired data will It Is a disagreeable matter to contemoo in hand by October 1 In plenty of plate, but nevertheless It Is true th?.!.
the price of coal In Tucson durlnr the
e. time to be arranged for. the fair ex-coming winter will be higher tha i it
hlliit.
Mr. Stroup returned Friday front a has been in the past, when econo
housewife was of the opinion' that
; , visit to Dona Ana, Grant and
Luna
counties In the Interest of the fair. it was already high enough and ;Uen
Both Deming and Silver City, he says. some.
When asked by a Citizen reponer
will be well represented at the fair,
' while the Agricultural college at Me- -, the reason for the raise in coal, Mr.
silla Park will send a big exhibit of Hrown, manager of the People's Fuel
company in this city, stated that it
farm products and live stock.
' "A great deal of Interest is being was entirely due to the action of Hie
s
displayed In the agricultural exhibits Nc" Merlcp coal dealers.
"You know," stated Mr, Brown,
. .'or this year's fair," said Mr. Stroup
yesterday.
"We are assured that "that last year the American Fuel
Luna,' Dona Ana Grant, Torrance and company took possession of all the
everal other counties will be well rep-- f New Mexico mines, and they have us
resented and In spite of. the late frosts Just where they want us now. They
.which have played havoc with this can raise the price just as high as
year's fruit crop the showing will be they wish, and we have to come In If
.. a good one."
we wnnt the coal."
Within the last few weeks the AmerTIUVELIXO MEM PRF.IWHK
ican Fuel company
has raised the
,
;
TO KKEP OPEN HOUSE price of coal on one class a dollar,
i
Elaborate arrangements aro being and
on the higher
class the raise
made for - the entertainment of the amounted to $1.75 a ton. Tucson dealtnvellng men who will be guests of ers were of the opinion at the time
Albuquerque during the territorial the raise took effect that the matter
laii and especially on the day of the
soon be righted arid the price
big traveling men's reunion. The Al- could
of coal would go back to its normal
buquerque knights of the grip have condition,
consequently they only put
arranged; to keep open house during the price up
fifty cents a ton on one
Inlr week and to see to it that every class, and a dollar
on the other. They
visiting brother has the time of his boo been losing money
selling at this
life. . Seymour Lewlnson, who is In
price, and now that they find Hint
active charge of the entertainment me
come
progra hi fy the travelers, is planning fli"-- American company will not
they will He comseveral surprises for the visitors and pelled, In their price,
in order to continue In busiTraveling men's day will be the occahot ness, to make un other raise, proporsion of ix genuine,
.time that will make Albuquerue howl. tionate to that made by the coal companies.
This raise, of course, seems high,
MONTEZl'MA HALL PF.COIUTIOXS
KEQVIItE AX ARCHITECT but when one stops to consider that
This year's Montezuma ball Is to be while boal Is selling for $10.50 and
' a
memorable event In the social his- $ll.no in Tucson, the dealers In Los
tory of Albuquerque. The committee Angeles are demanding and receiving
having decided to $16, and In San Francisco $15, It Is
of arrangements
give a Japanese ball, are going Into not so bad. Even within the territory,
'itthe decorative scheme on a scale that at Bisbee, for instance, the price of
.
means the transporting of a little sec- - coal averages $14 per ton,
.ulJ..- -,
Into Albuquerque for
Decorations, costumes Hold tira nt County Men for Murder.
. v
' the occasion.
; of attendants and the lighting scheme
t f.
The grand Jury now sitting In Grant
are to bt Japanese throughout. He- county found a true bill against Wilchairman of the
liam N. (Jtlson and John Ingram for
rein an Schwcizer,
committee, has arranged for murder In the first degree Tuesday.
Tr-typical,
Is
'absolutely
material that
The Indictments are the result of
'. J; while Architect J, U La Driere is now the killing of Frank Watkins on Wal", pngnged on plans for the huge pagoda nut creek last spring.
which )s to be one of the most at-- "
To be Ilnppy
tractive features of the decorative
scheme. The programs, in charge of you must have good health. Toil can't have
' 'Dr. K. J. Alger, will be distinctively Hood health If your liver la not doln 'fa
Japanese and the whole affair, as one dutyalow but aura polaonlnie la gohn on all
under auvh elrcuumtttncea.
..'.,
f 4,he managers put It last night, will thu time
Iterhlno makca a perfectly healthy
.
be so Jappyfied that one will conclude liver kecpa
stomach and bowela right
a section of miado's kingdom has and acta as the
a tonic for, the entire ayiiem.
been imported especially for the edi- Soli by J. H. O'Rlelly Co,
fication of Montezuma, who; during
his Interesting lifetime was too much
occupied to learn much ubout the mi- -'
.
jkado.'B realm,
- WANTED Extra salespeople
Sale,
for our
starting Monday. Apply this
'
RAILROAD NOTES.
morning, S to a. m.
L. KKMPENICH.
timekeeper,
has
Joe Miller, bonus
returned from a trip to the Pacific
r
coast.

Ve have placed on

We" give you a WRITTEN
Cil'AKANTEE with
pen. We
have them In all sizes and all
prices.

Sale 100 Pair 11x4
Wool

Blankets,

Vhite,

115-11-

Parker

.

Pa-s-

"& MÁUGEIR
RAABE
First, Bet. Central
Copper

That writes smooth and easy and
don't leak nor soil your fingen,
buy a

,

298 WK8T CENTRA!. AVE,

N.

7

f

and

Aves.

Hardware and Ranch Supplies
STOVES AND RANGES,

ENAMELED WARE,

HARNESS AND SADDLES,

KITCHEN UTENSILS,

CUTLERY,

AMMUNITION.

B, RUPPE
THE PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

F. J. HOUSTON COMPANY

in

1907.

'

;

Fountain
Pen

MEXICO

..

P

iFJtou want

": ADVANCE":

EXHIBITS

.

:

a

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 15,

203

West

Central

Cn Up Telephone 789

ir you want DRUGS and

Avenue

Grey and Tan
231

.

MEDICINES sent up to your house la

m

Hurry.

WILLIAMS DR.UG CO

BLUE FRONT.

-

-

-

W. Central Ave.

117

2

al

--

Color

I
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$5.00

.

Children's French 'dress, made of
high 'grade plain colored material,
m red, pink, and blue, yoke trimmed
rfronf;
with fancy silk insertion, and ruffles trimmed with
'fanov silk braid; everything to
math, and fast colors, sizes 2 to 5
years'," each
.'....75c

...1

.

Child's Suspender Dress, made
of high grade solid colored material,
red,; pink and blue, suspenders
trimmed with fine quality of em:4i
broidery and white pique; fast colors,- Si2es 2 to 5 years, each. .75c

,

.

t".

U;

Child's fancy plaid, dress, with
cashmere cape and stock collar in
sailor effect trimmed with silk braid
finished in bow; all lined. Sizes 6
to 12 years, each
$1.25

Albert Faber
CARPETS
FURNITURE,
DRAPERIES AND BED- DING.
308-31-

W. Central Ave.

0

CHILDREN'S

Elks' Theater, Friday Sept. 20

'

ONE NIGHT ONLY

'

Child's school apron, made of
fine. White lawn,1 with bib of wide
embroidery, hemstitched, straps of
lawn and hemstitched to match bib,
Sizes 2 to 12 years, each :
30c

I

'a

'is'

al

i

.

I

"

Thomas Wilkes, a machinist, has re- -'
turned from a vacation spent In
Springfield, Ills.

Callctl Session. Aug. 2. 1907.
Collins has accepted a posl- -'
Present: Hon. A. Grunsfeld, chairtlon as bonus timekeeper at the rip man; M. U. Springer and Pollcarplo
Armljo, commissioners, and A. K.
track In the car shops.
Walker, clerk.
Allan F. Keller Is appointed b u
John Tlerney, timekeeper at the
has been transferred to scholarship In the University of New
'sr shops,office
Mexico,
under the provisions of Sec.
timekeeper's office.
the shop,
H, chapter 8, of the Session laws of
..
r.
C. Overstreet, division upeclal agent 1907.
S. Grunsfeld, assessor,' reports to
of the Albuquerque division, spent yeH.
'
terday with his family here. He re- the board that he has completed the
tax rollH for the year 1907. The roll
turns to Wfnslnw tonight.
approved, and it Is ordered that the
Mrs. Fred Perkins, wife of Pip derk transmit one copy to the terriShop Foreman Pork ins, has returned torial auditor, deliver one copy to the
home after an extended visit la, the collector, and retain the other copy
In his office. '
east.
,
The following named persons' are
of
Locomotive
appointed as delegates to the Nation.il
The Brotherhood
n
will
Engineers
hold
Irrigation
congress to be held-a- t
and
Firemen
Sacsim' lal meeting at the A. O. U. W. ramento, Cal., September 2, 1M07, viz.:
William Menaul, K. H. Clark. Herhall today.
man Hlueher. !eslderlo Montoya and
Mrs. O. D. TTuzzell, wife of the for- - Eugenio Itarela.
and
mer general car foreman here
Warrants are ordered dtawn for
now at Kan Bernardino, Cal., left yes-- i the following accounts:
terday to Join her husband at that II. Garcia, labor and teams,
place.
$
river bank
80.00
Gurule and Garcia, repairs on
n
pip
fitter at the
t IJobert Wauseert.
Barcias bridge
16C.00
e ( nhops, wlm resigned some time ago J. M. Chavea, road supervisor
'Ork In the St. Paul shop of the
t
precinct No. 6
51.00
1
f í IsJurthern Pacific, has resumed his Id State National Hank, balanco
position there,
on bridge fund note
1,051.20
State National Hunk, to apply
:.Iohn Powmnn, an engineer on the
on (lofid fund note
1,000.00
division,
Socorro,
has
at
filo Grande
Ordered that Juan II. Duran b:i
been in the employ of the Santa Fe appointed assistant Janitor during the
for (hlrtv years, according to the Em-- i. term of the district court.
. ii'ove's Magazine, which says that he
Clerk Is Instructed to write S.
Marted In the emnloy of the Atchl- In relation' to voucher Hied.
non m July 5, 1S77.
Adjourned to meet on call of the
chairman.
'
Santa Fe passenger trains are gradALFRED Oni'NSFKLD,
n
to
nearer
ually
getting
little
thf
'
Chairman,
schedule, several trains yesterday hav
,
Attest:
Hir arrived ihi. time. No. 3. the CaliA. E. WALK Ell. Clerk.
fornia limited. w.tH but two hours nnd
twenty-fiv- e
("alii tl Sewloii. Auk. 31. I HOT.
minutes late while No. 4.
fiver, was only nn hour
'1he pMthoitnd
Pretient: Hon. A. (Irunxfeld, chair- S
forty-five
No.
late.
mnn; M. R. Hrln(ter, commissioner,
minutes
anil
;
arrived about an hour behind the and A. E. Walker, clerk.
schedule. No. 1 for the first time In ' It la ordered that a warrant ho
days, was In on time, while the drown In favor of Chave
and 8an-- !
two Inte night trains went were only ches In the a inn of $r00, to upply on,
contract for mnklng the (111 east of
It few hours behind time.
the Harelas bridge.
Í AlU.1' .UPMI NT OF
Ordered that the altornatlve writ of,
. . ItAll-THE fcAXTA VI" mandamus In the case of E. A. Hub- FOIt
i
'
.
'
CoU Sept. 14. One of the bell vs. Hoard of County Commission- largest consignments that ever left the ers. b referred to District Attorney '
at the Mlnneoua steel works F. W. Clancy.
Adjourned.
was sent out today In the torrrt of
'
l
cars loaded with
ALFRED Gm'NHFEf.r),
' ' i for the Scnta Fe. The steel Isn
Chairman.
to be used In the construction of
Attest;
J
double track n portion of th way be- A. E. WAI.KKR, Clerk.
tneen Pueblo and Hutchinson. Kas.
Want fsmiflhlna? Tara ta th rtaiatn4
Never In the history of the Plant has
so far behind with pnltimtM of tbt) Mnmlnf Journal fon mf
the rail mill been
rtcxl
It la twa atlnutaa.
Fe
Job
4ln order and- nfter the Sania
,
fomplctfil the mill will , fj iltitrt
it
Kmrf dar Mornln JimrtiHl Waal ad rad-r- a
steel fiif f ionld's
work on
art (ladlea "uctfvr furtthbad rvoana."
.. ,q
new Western Pnclllt,
L.

Always

s

Welcome Comedy Drama

Lost In
New York

.

;SSecond

Thu
WeeK

Only

8--

Fancy

Decorated

Opal Plaques

(

six styles, all

in

about 7

-4

opal;

inches,

Boys' Norfolk Tarn, 0'Shanter
caps, made of fine suitings, assorted stripe, check, etc. Strap across
crtfwn, each
25c
'
Boy's golf, yacht, cap, made of
fine navy blue serge, peak to match,"
each
135c
Boys' golf yacht cap, made of all
wool suiting,
4
crown, double
stitched seams, new covered visor
to match, black silk braid strap on
front, assorted grav colors, each,..
60c

heavily

bronzed,

em-boss-

ed

decorated

cy hand painted floral, landscape
and figure decorations in bright

tractive colors,
"

at-

.

Plaques like these are seldom

sold for less than 25c; the price we
place on them this week
giving them away,

get first choice,

7

ai

M

almost

Come early to

Special price for

'this week only, eajh

BOATRIGHT.

...

lf

.

;

diameter

open work and beaded edges; fan- -

8--

H.

ft.

Proceedings of the Boartl
IT'S THE PLAY THAT EVERYof County Commissioners
BODY GOES TO SEE.

-

'

The Ever Successful,

205

for

BOYS' CAPS.

Child's yoke apron, made of fine
white lawn, ruffled banding over
shoulders and across yoke, Sizes
2 to 10 years, each
30c

dec-vjrall-

Child's golf yacht cap, In all wool
Venetian cloth, full 4 crown, with
soutache braid, patent leather peak
and strap, bound with soutache
braid to match, Colors, blue, cardinal and royal, each
35c
Child's Norfolk yacht cap, made
,of all wool flannel, three raised
seams with strap across crown,,
fancy glazed peak and strap
in
front to match, Colors, red, blue
and brown, each
35c
Child's King Edward cap, made
of fine wool flannel,
4
crown,
double stitched raised seams, with
Járge button on top, glazed pea,
'with band to match, Colors, red,
blue and brown; each
35c

gold

WHIJE APRONS.

'

Speciul

CHILDREN'S CAPS.
8--

and-bac-

PAIR

a

.

v

DRESSES.

,

19
A

CHILDREN'S

Z"

MACK

I f

10c

u

L.

All (lie Great Original

Kvnn

East Itlver

Slioulnr ihtt Wonderful

at It'll t.
Willi T'nicllcul Slcnm Inuiicli,
HohImhiIh,

Prices

etc

25c, 35c, 50c, 75c.

-

.

!.

llen-ahbl-

','

Pm-lilo-

.

Arthur E. Walker
Fire JuHiirauce.
.
nulldlnc
ÍI7H Hat Central

RcTplary

AsM-latlon-

Aveaua.

mr Fall Styles In Men's Clothing

'

Mutual

Ilione

6H5

'a

LAWYERS SHOULD
KNOW THAT
The Mornlnif Journal has the beat
equipped printing ofllce In the aouth-went- .
Brief und transcript work In u
he"re.
specialty
Lawyer
deHlrliiK
brlefH printed bh they should bo nnd
on the ahnrtcHt pnsHlliln notice and at
the moHt reiAona))le llRure, ahould call
or aend their manuncripta to the Morning Journal.

Melons
Our Watermelons

are

HAVE ARRIVED.

MORE THAN

market,
We are handling" sweetest Rocky Fords sold in
Albuquerque, Try them,

0ÍHER MAKES.

NO OTHER BRAND FOR

LEARN ABOUT BOYS'

STEIN BL0CH MAKE, COSTING NO

STICK TO IT THAT YOU

WILL

HAVE

THERE ARE NONE "JUST AS GOOD."

15,

and

.j)

AND YOUTH'S

CLOTHING.

.$2

INSIST ON SEEING THE

SAM PECK GUARANTEED. BRAND OF BOYS' SUITS AND OVERCOATS

?5

$3.50, $5.00 and $6.00

al-

ways', fresh from the
ranch and are guaranteed
They are now 2 cents per
pound, and we follow the

THE CELEBRATED

OUR HOUSES

STAND

BACK OF EACH GUARANTEE AND WE

PROTECT

2:
PL.

OUR CUSTOMERS.

3D

La

Tha Monarch Grocery Co,

307 W. Central Ave.
Phone 80.

.i

Waghbora

"

15,1907.
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princely salary; he may cómmand the highest wages of his trade; he may do a thriving

A

business, farming"! trading or merchandising; yet if he spends all of his earnings he is a very
poor man. And he will remain a poor man until he begins to lay aside a portion of his
earnings in a bank and thus create a surplus fund for the emergency when adversity ar-- ;
Certainly all should provide for the unproductive years of advanced age which surely ,

rives.

and slowly comes to us all.
Are you still

.

saying:

I

.

will begin tomorrow to

save for the

rainy

day?

Every

day

counts; now is the time; begin now. We want you to open an account with us. A dollar or
two will do to start it, and after you have, started you will be surprised to see how it will
;

'4- -

(!-

grow, and how eager you will be to Jassist it with additional dollars to help it grow. So com
and begin now. Interest at four 5& cení per annum, credited quarterly,- , on savings ac- -

-

counts.
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twenty cents In the afternoons. Mat- - Idence,. which Is one of the most mod
ine
performances will always start em In the vallev. all of which roes to
TO
at ;30 and upon souvenir days, the show, the thrift of-tEL PASO
Morlarty
begins at 3:45.
senger, which has come to stay.
The best vaudeville talent that - Mr. Mcintosh spent the first of
money can procure Is engaged for the this week at Moriartv on his return
Crystal circuit and Albuquerque gets from Albuquerque.
the same as the others do.
Fred McCulley. three miles east of
TO
LOSE THE B0STQ31
For instance .the urogram that town. Is sinklna-hififth well In'an at.
opens here tomorrow night played in tempt to get soft water.
Trinidad, Col., last week, Pueblo the
A rtartv consisting of the store
week before, Colorado Springs before force, representing the Hughes Mer
that and Denver before that yet. This cantile company of this place, and a
bill features the Four Franks, a quar- - few Invited friends spent Sunday in
tette of famous funmakers, like the the Manzanos.
Four Cohans, who create their own
John Smith Is erecting a four-roo1101
Mrs. John T.
muterlal and command almost their adobe on his brother's claim east of
own terms. They are what Is po- -i town, eleven thousand bricks having
Wi t M.iifiX'iti' avenur, entertained at
New Vaudeville Theater Opens litely termed "a knockout," all along been placed for use and G. W. Sharon, Cordial
the fourth of a erlen of card parties
Farewell to Clever
wa
Kuchre
the line. They appear In their own on the adjoining quarter Is adding to
ycteiil.iv afternoon.
the
one-aH.
brlnn
comedy, "A Mixed his claim house a
i'onner
adobe.
Monday Night With a First original
plavcd. Mrn. C.
Company Which 'Opens at
Mrs. Anderson of Missouri, a sister
Affair." which is a huge laugh broken
fortunate winner of the jri'f. a beauJaptine.se
Btli
ks
Interspersing
come
of
several
only
by
lumberman,
of
Seltz.
C.
candle
has
of
of
the
the
tiful pair
Two"
Class List of Attractions,
the Casino Tonight-foMr.
line singing numbers. Other features to establish his residence on a claim
Those prexent were:
dcsiicn.
will be Jesse Metióla, the :. screaming in south Santa Fe county,
Maynard (itinxal, Mr. Frank Moore.
Weeks' Engagement.
eccentric Jugglers, the illustrated song,
will May, who has been running
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Following Is the program for the
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A wedding
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Hei EsDrlt" March
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2
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Intermezzo)
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8. Oonewhere"
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AGENCY FOR:

M1IE

:

Dorothy Dodd Shoes,
'

R. & G. Corsets,
W. & B. Corsets. '

AGENCY FOR:

READY

Centemeri Gloves,
Onvx Hosiery,
Geisha Waists.

For the Big Fair by procuring your household necessities now, Everything to complete the
convenience for visitors. Sheets, Pillow Cases, Bedding of ail kinds. Table Linens, etc. Yovi
Will hoed an extras supply of these to accommodate your guests. Note price quotations below:

Comforts

SEi EE
A

.special in 72x90 inch bed sheets,
each J.
...55c

72x90, extra quality, each

.'. .

81x90r Each

J. .

.90x90, Each

....75c

--

.

.:85c

.. ...... .95c
each..

72x90, Fruit of the Loon?,

.. ..

85c

.v

90x90, Fruit of the Loom,

each,..
$1.00

'

Spreads

Silkoline covered, large size

com-

-

..

fort, each,

.. ..

$2.00

.. ..

'

$3.00

Fine

PILLOWS

en

...15c

Fruit of the Loom, 45 inch pillow
20c
cases, each, .

Bed Pillows,
Good

Hemstitched Fruit of the Loom
low

MODEL

.

cases, each

IB

FOR

GH1LDREH OF

pil-

25c

.'.

business.' The Imp.- covered with a
degree of accumulated dirt which
caused Owen Webster to exclaim of
a London street boy on a similar occasion, "How Is it possible in the short
upan of seven years?" very likely
would answer. your Inquiry with "Aw,
go on, you Jolsey, wat'eher
tlnk I

am?"

..

Fine wool robe

Damask

25c

yard

Exceptional value, 56 inch table
linen worth 50c per yard; price

each.. $2.00

because of his affliction that he
earned much more than enough for
his needs. The surplus which ho had
accumulated had drawn him into evil
surroundings. His home had been in
a house of unsavory reputation and
criminals of both
his companions
sexes. Upon his arrival at the Childwas
called Into the
ren's village he
office
In no very
superintendent's
amiable frame of mind. To a long
list of persuasive questions he answered only with monosyllables until
Mr. Hilles had almost despaired of
making a friend of him.
"Have yo-- any' pets?" was asked
linally.
"Yes," the boy replied with his first
show of Interest, "I had a dog and a
pigeon."
"Where, are they now?" Mr. Hilles

Heavy red damask, worth 50c per

each
25c

and hate
resentment
mitigate
would effectually
which
against reform and the spirit of
which It Is
and
sought to instill. What Is done In
extreme cases Is to sentence the re-- 1
fractory boy to the drill squad, wher;
he is compelled to perform ngiu gym
nastics which although healthful are
terribly monotonous when long pursued. Taken in connection with the
fact that a boy in the drill squad is
denied all privileges of pleasure and
play enjoved by all the other boys,
this method Is quite sufficient and
leaves no smoldering sense o humiliav
tion and cnnvlty.
self-respe- ct

ZIONISTS

self-relian-

U

IY

per yard

35c

yard; price per. yard

a feeling of

ft

$3.00 to $10.00

White

--

Towels,

blankets, each,
$3.75, $4.00

from

Special quality, 60 inches wide, per

Extra large Turkish

$2.00

Wool blankets, all colors and sizes,

Red Damask

$1.00

10c
Bath Towels, each
Good Turkish Towels, each 121 2c

$1.50

Goose feather pillows,

'

.....

Extra quality robe blankets, each,

$238

$1.00 each

75c

large pillows, fancy covered,

each
;

each

Per pair

;

Extra quality huck towels, per doz-

Pillow Cases, special value, each,

..

$1.00

crocheted quilt, each ..$2.00

Fringed spreads,
and up. '

Fancy cotton robe blankets, each,

$1.00

Extra large, hemmed, each. .$1.25

Special Silkoline covered comforts,

..

ALL WOOL

Special quality, hemmed, each,

113

1 2--

quality

Heavy

85c

Full size, hemmed, each

pair 59c
Better cotton blankets, per pair 85c
Cotton blankets, per pair,
4
$1.25
12-- 4
blankets,
per
Heavy cotton
$1.50
pair

Good cotton blankets, per

This is the best vtvlue ever
produced in the wsvy of
Blankets. Large size,

$1.00

each ...

each

Extra Special BLANKETS

Bed

comforts,

covered

calico

Heavy

ffi

BUI

--

81

35c

SOLID AS PIKE'S PEAK

CUEVA

But the novice should not .feel the
V
rebuff too keenly, because even In the
Hie Pioneer Old Line Company of Colorado
presence of the one he calls the "wise
RANCH
guy," the man who knows all about
the street boy and the way to his
The Guaranteed Convertible Dividend Policy
heart, the gamin Is not abashed,
though to be sure his Impertinence Is
decided step in advance of those leaned by otlier companies.
It
Issued hy na la
then a mark of favor rather than deuarnntdea wliattltny estimate. and If rot areeoniiderlug Insurance youetnoot afford
rision. A little story In point is that
Krmeily One of the V0LIVA AND FOLLOWERS
BOY SPECIALIST AND
i'bamherlnln
uiiikd
not tu iuTeetiRata It. Reliable ecnta wanted In ernry oouuty in the state.
told by Mr. Charles D. H II les, superinI tout on the Market.
WANT 25,000 ACRE TRACT
of the New York Juvenile asyFor many yinr Chamberlain's Couxh
Special Inducement to High Claaa Traveling Men.
PROBLEMS HE SOLVES tendent
Remedy has coimlartly gained In favor and
lum, who devotes all his time and enKUBT. C. l'HEWrrr, Mamicer.
Commercial Club BuUilliif. H
popularity until It la now ons of the mml
ergy to saving street boys from shipALbLQlKUQl E. NEW MEXICO,
M
"Aw, I don't know." the lad said staple medicines tn uno and has an enormou
wreck upon the rocks of crime everyTwenty-five
m
for
rule Property Located
Intended especially
How "De Head Guy" and the where present In the slum life of tnt rather huskily, "but" and this was sale. Itandla luns
aa
couRhs.
throat
dleae.can auch
greater cities.' Each boy sent to the said very fiercely "I'd paid my room colda
do- alwaya
be
croup,
Miles
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making cuch an investigation and
publishing the results ot It, the New
York school board has done a most
valuable work, not only for the chil'
dren and also the parents of thut city,
rubitha by th
but as well for those of the whole
Journal Publishing Co.
country, because the authorities In
charge of the educational Interests of
other places, when they see New
p A. M A.THF.R80ÍÍ
good example, will be moved
W. ft Bl'HKK
AliwA tñr York's
u n urviN'O
to go and do likewise.
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PKACTlCAIi UEUiilOX.
There Is no way In which the practical religion which has been In course
of development during the last fifty
years, has manifested Itself more
strikingly than In the Impending
change In the architecture of church
buildings.
Elderly people yet in active life can
well remember the time when the full
duty of the church was supposed to
lien It attended to the
he discharged
with
congregation,
of
the
hereafter
but little thought for the present and
physical wants of mankind, even
among Its own members. Hut so
many societies, and assignations, and
boards, and brotherhoods, have grown
up of late years, in and around the
church, devoting themselves to moralg
ity, charity and the physical
of the human family, even of those
who may never have seen the inside
of a church, that their work far
in Importance the mere dogmatism or sectarianism which. In an earlier day. was accounted the sum total
of religion, and which manifested
In the grand and gloomy rathe
drals of that time. And these changes
in the spirit of religion have made
equally great changes In Its
neces-ar- y
outward form, extending even tn
church architecture.
As If lo accentuate the new ideas In
this line, which are even now taking
on material form, the news dispatches
give us the plans of a costly sixteen
story church to be built In Cleveland
by John- - !. Rockefeller on the site
now occupied by the Euclid Avenue
Haptist church. Such a structure for
church purposes would have been as
to the needs and demands
communities
of English-speakin- g
when the cathedrals of the old world
were built, as a Gothic structure is
found to be wide of the mark for the
Institutional church of today, and the
thurch of brotherly love and service
of ottr tomorrow.
A church that draws tog.thcr under one roof religious worship, literary culture, social dubs and mutual
. aid societies, training schools for skilled workers, hospital service, dining
and lodging facilities not now properly supplied, and the architectural
of other worthy purposes to
which noble men and women are giving themselves, necessarily creates
noon architectural genius and
reourcrs which must revolutionize to
thurch arn marked extent
chitecture. That nobility of design
and beauty In line will not he lost
tight of. let us hope, as we extend a
welcome lo the newer form of archl-te.turachievements.
millionaires are buying
York
New
bonus In Paris Where will the east-rr- n
movement cease? The millionaire
nirfkes bis money In the west and Van-phe satisfied until he has a home
on Fifth avenue or near It. Then he
begins to want to live In London, and
fter London, I'arli appeals to him.
Ftom Paris he may go to Turkey or
I'crsU.
MV VOHK'K MMIII EXAMPLE.
ot

The committee of the New York
board of education, appointed to Investigate the physical welfare of the
children of the metropolis, has
Just submitted a report In which It
announce, that as the result of a thorough Investigation during the vacation
period covering about fourteen hundred school children, it Is altogether
pupils ate sufpiobable that
fering from malnutrition, 187.000 from
enlarged gland and 23.KoO from defective breathing a total of 4i.",80
afllited with these physical ailments.
that
no to mention other disorder
miy he prevalent. This look bad,
Hound
bad but it Is explained thát
this condition Is by no means a new-onand that there Is nothing especially
alarming In It. Many of these defects,
the report as, exist In the children
without the knowledge of the parent,
and especially of parents who are
financially able to have their children
it tored, but who do not do o solely
through Ignorance of the fact that
Eirlr children are In need of a dorter attention. Ho. as a part of a
icmprehenslve plan for physical betterment In Ihe public schools. It I
proposed to keep parent constantly
Informed a to physical Imperfections
In their children with a view to Inducing Ihe providing nf medical treat-
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"Hoch is silent," says the Topeka
Journal. It's the first 'time we ever
heard a silent "Hoch."
PERHAPS Mr. Andrews concluded

that the President needed a little

ad-

ORDER IN ADVANCE.

vice about changing his mind.

WITH seasons like the present the
Zunl Indian can use their Irrigation
reservoir for a swimming pool.

"A SURE THING"

WITH AN assessment Increase of
close to a million dollars, Grant county has some license to swell up. '
IT WILL be just as well to arrange
to take your meals tlown town until
the millinery openings are over.

That Loose Leaf Devices, special made blank books,
rubber stamps and special ruled blanks are time savers.

suggested

We can make them any style or shape to suit your needs

LIKEWISE

being

It Is

that the Santa Rosa meteor may have
been a fragment or a disintegrating
presidential boom.

B.H.Briggs&Co

COLLIERS' Weekly has brought a
DRUGGISTS.
suit for libel, which proves that great
nf Alva ra do Pharmacy,
magazines even
sometimes make Proprietors
Avenue and First street.
fools of themselves.

Hlghlnnd Pharmacy, Corner of Kaat

H. S. LITIIGOW,

Gold

Bookbinder and Rubber stamp maker. Tlione 021.

FIFTEEN thousand people ate 6.500
pies at Longmount, Col., Thursday.
The exact number of physicians employed has not been reported.

Journal Ditihling.

Cen-

THOSE unkind persons who have tral and Broadway.
declared the Fairbanks machine an
OI R NKW TELEPHONIC NI MBER
ice wagon, should remember that the
KUtl'V-WI(Id), li EM EMBER THERE
,
ice man gets the money.

IS
IS
CLERK REAOV
ALWAYS A C'Ot RTKOI-fl
OKOIiR,
NO MATTER
TO TAKE VOIR
HOW BMALL, 1'. O. 1'RATT ft CO.

E. O. Price

See

rich, others acquire riches" by Judiciously

"Borne are burn

investing their s:vIiiks In

real estate. "And there Is no better placo to Invest In real estate west ot the Mississippi

MORNING JOURNAL WANT ADS
BRING RESULTS

than Albuquerque una vicinity.

IT IS rumored that tho traveling
(Net Coal Land.)
man's float In the parado will be
NOTICK FOR PIKL1CATION.
a demonstration of how to make the
Department of the Interior, Land Office at
house stand for the expense bills.
Fe, N. M.. August 19, 1907.
Santa

Notice Is hereby given that Ambroclo
THE telegraph companies and Ranchea,
N. M., has
quit telling tiled noticeof ofOldhisAlbuquerque,
would
The possibilities of developing a sub- the Operators
THE ATHLETIC HEAKT.
Intention to make final
get
whipped
one
some
and
which
support
proof
of
claim, viz:
In
his
restantial presidential boom without
business through we'd have cause to Homestead Entry No. 7,100, made July a,
According to Dr. Arthur tambert.
to speechmaking tours Is be- be thankful.
sorting
3N,
84,
1903,
Township
Section
for the 8K14
who has made a very extensive study
proof will be
Rango 12W, and that eaid
ably demonstrated
by
ing
Governor
of the effect of athletics on the heart.
THE DENVER chamber of com made before H. W. S. Otero, United State.
Hughes.
at Albuquerque, N. M.,
merce has discovered the appalling Court Commissioner
this organ rarely If ever breaks down
on October 6. 1907.
Is.
coal
a
combine.
fact
there
The
that
Thirty
Had
in
Years.
Tetter
for
as a result of athletic exercise
He names the following witnesses to prove
Í have suffered wllb totter for thirty people have been gravely Informed his continuous residence upon, and cultihealthy boys. The failure, when It veals
unci have tried nlmi.it countless
that this Is the reason coal is so high. vation of, the land, viz: Feliciano Chavez,
with little, If any, relief. Threo boxea
does occur, comes about because the
Présbite Chavez, Salvador Baca, Magdaleno
Chamberlain's Halve cured mo. It was a
THE noise like a presidential prog- - Daca, all of Old Albuquerque, N. M.
bov has some natural defect of the of
torture. It breaks out a little sometimes, nostlcator recently made by one Hull
MANUEL R. OTKRO,
heart which unfits him for violent ex hut nothlnic to what It used to do. D. II. Andrews seems to have fallen against
Register.
city,
Ala.
Midland
Beach.
.
Chamberlain'
repeated
erclse. He belices that
Maybe
properties.
fioor accoustlc
Salvo Is for sale by all druRRista.
someone tipped it off to Bull that
NOTICE I OR PI RT.ICATION.
physiological strain of n healthy heart
Department of the Interior, Land Office at
noise isn't always harmony.
Is harmless, whereas such a treatment
Hanta Fe, "New Mexico, August 19, 1907.
SAYS HORNLESS CACTUS
of a diseased heart is eminently dan
Notice Is hereby given that Eplfanlo Cu
is $5 a ton in Denver, $7.50
of Albuquerque, N. M., has filed notice
SCIENTIFIC PIPE DREAM In COAL
gerous. From a number of cases do
Albuquerque. $9,50 In El Paso mie,
proof
of
intontlon to make final
$11.50 In Tucson, and $16.00 in Los In his
scribed by l)r. Lambert the two fol
support of his claim, viz: Homestead enAngeles. These figures are given from try No. 11.4H0, made May 15, 1907, for the
lowing will Illustrate forms of abnor
(Los Angeles News.)
accurate reports, and are produced NWVi Section 12. Township 10 N., Range 2
"I do not care to enter Into any so that the dear people can get what W.,
mal heart unsuited for violent ath
and that said proof will be made before
controversy
Hurbank,
with
the
Luther
H. W. 8. Otero. United States Court Comever comfort out of it they can.
letlcs: A boy of thirteen w hile bi
'plant wizard,' nor to appear
missioner at Albuquerque, N. M on October
ae
cycling up an Incline which he had In the light of a critic of his actions
5, 1907.
Rewriting History.
namea the following witnesses to prove
often ridden before, became suddenly or assertions." said a local botanist,
departing from our bisHecontinuous
On April-21- .
residence upon, and cultivathis talk of his reclaiming the usual custom., the Range quoted from
faint. On examination his heart was "but
of,
tion
the land, viz: Cipriano Sanche, of
variety
spineless
a
with
deserts
of
Evening
of
Citizen
the
Alhuoueroue
to
Pajarito, N. M. ; Felipe Herrera, of Atrlsco,
found to be dilated. He recovered,
cactus, which he Is said to have origi- Anrll 18.
fact that George Curry N. M.; Ellas Chavez, of Albuquerque, N. M. ;
all appearances, completely except in nated, appears to me to be not well was amongthethe
of San Juan. Gabriel Chavez, of Albuquerque. N. M.
heroes
the recumbent position his heart be grounded.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
now develops that tho Citizen de- tho first place there Is that in It
Register.
to correct the impression which
came intermittent. He was allowed to the"Inalleged claims of Mr.
Purbank re- sires
statement,
we
has.
was
and
bv
the
left
in
but
gradually,
garding this and several other varieresume his exercise
RONWKI.L AITOMOIULE CO.
ten to assist that paper In the retrac
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pleasure
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take
Rock Island and Santa Fe Central Railroads.
He again recovered Is not a man living, who as a boy
heart murmur.
doing.
1
Range.
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Leave
Roswelt
Torrance
at p. m.
and broke down, and finally had to climbed the hills of Pennsylvania and
on arrival of Rock Island train due at 2 a.
In search of blackberries,
New
York
altogether.
m.
Running time between the two points 6
forswear violent exercise
No?
who does not know 'of the 'white
The Record has never said that hours. Meats furnished at Camp Needmnre
Another case of acute dilation oc blackberry' which a few months ago
of charge. Excursion parties accommo-dalefree
ot
west
tho
live
grafters
the
currei: in a boy of fifteen after a game was exploited as one of the produc- ALL
by notifying the company two day In
mountains. Roa well Record.
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of
Hurbank.
This
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tions
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of foi tball. He had been In perfect
a freak of the species which becamo
Why Not?
health until two years before, when he established as a variety wild, and Mr.
REST CALIFORNIA
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lhat t me he fainted and showed signs this and
Douglas International.
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last fall for the constitutional
ernor Hoch is of opinion that It is not plants In It. There are scores of convention, we do not see why Dele-ga- te his Intention to make final commutation
San
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In support of his t'lnlm, viz! HomeAndrews and the governor should proof Entry
absolutely necessary to go to Nebraska them
No. 8,701. made December 1,
Klcgo abounds In them. There are
so excited about calling them to. stead
1905. f.ir the HK'i Section 20, Township 10
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gether. Just diajp him a postal card, N, Range 3 K, and that said proof will be
onado, and they did not come from and he will prepare the constitution
lers.
made before II. W. H. Olero, United Wains
the Hurhank gardens, either.
forthwith. Roswell Record.
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M.,
"Those who have made a study of
' IIOME-am: alcohol.
on October 6, 1907.
plants, and particularly cacti,, are
He names the following witnosses to prove
Just Hark to This.
Now that the new regulations for well aware that the opuntla or other
question Is becoming moro his continuous residence upon, and cultivafuel
The
In
planted
desert,
when
of the
and more serious. Not only coal, tion of, the land, viz.: Allan H. Bone,
the manufacture of denatured alcohol cacti
fertile ground, where water Is abundAlderete. Edward F. Otero, Manuel-twood. Is high, If not scarce. It
have rorie Into effect, It becomes pos- ant and food properties are plentiful but
Swope, all of Albuquerque.
might be well for the city council to
MANUEL R. OTERO,
sible f r farmers to take up the manu- In the soil, change their nature, hab- Investigate tho question of ' weights
Register.
appearance. The spiny plant and measures In reference to wood
facture of It. The regulations that its and
has no need of weapons of defense and coal. The people believe they
govern licensed distilling have been and
were
drops them. In fact, thorns
are buying "tons" and "cords" for
to this very end. It Is not bred by the plants to defend them their $9 and $8 respectively, but there
modli
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foraging
the
animals.
Is room for a difference qt opinion.
probaMe that the distilling of alcohol from
where succulent plants are scarce, EI Paso Herald.
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located for the urally feeds on the soli, growing with our hoboe
lery conveniently
carry $1.000
bills In .respectfully invite you to call
their small change pocket. That one
farms, from which It raw materials Its root set deep. Hovever, desert
frequently find the plant picked up by the police In the park 'and examine them,
They
traveler
of grain, fruits and vegetable are to growing on rocks where there Is no yesterday
was Indignant because a pooutbe gathered, will be ns natural an
soli, and It obtains Its sustenance liceman wanted to know how ho came
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1 well recoldollar
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of a thousand
growth as thu starch factories In a po- from the atmosphere.
kind,
where
an example of this
bill. He promptly settled the matter
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While Mother spends his
LITTLE ALL
On her new
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Tomatoes for making catsup, 25 pound box for

TO SCAT
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five-ye-

well-bein-
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murdering, forging, perjuring, swindling, defaulting,
slandering, traducing,
degrading, debasing, defiling. Infamous, villainous, fiendish, devilish,
diabolical, damnable, Faker Journal.
Coronado passed through these
parts on his way to Santa Fe In the
year of our Lord, 1540. Thiit's regarded as ancient history In most
parts of Ihe world, but In the New
Mexican office it Is considered moderately fresh news, and that's why our
ancient neighbor at that point is agitated because ho thinks some other
paper Is trying to get it. Hut that is
a mistake; the others all recognize his
prior claim, and will not interfere, especially in view of the fact that he
took an active part in the affair, tind
delivered the welcome address, in
which he complimented Coronado very
Annie üesant says she is the preshighly upon his good , Judgment In
owner of the soul of Mmo. Uluvat-skent
steering clear of Albuquerque,
One of the disagreeable features
Some of the war prophets in this of theosophy Is that an Individual
country are doing almost as much to cannot pick out the soul he or Bhe
persuade Japan to assume a belliger- would like to have, but must accept
any kind of a soul that comes along
ent attitude ns that country's own Jingoes.
and demands admission.
bank-lootin-

NEW MEXICO

Al.BtrQCERQUE

1-

g,

vllli-fyln-

TERMS OP BtBHCKirTION.
Dally, by mall, one year. In advance.
Pally, by rarrlfr. one month
Dally by mall, one month

Taking the phenomenal success of
New York's great bond issue ás an
object lesson, the Chicago Itecord- Herald finds that there Is nothing In
the financial situation to warrant, in
the slightest degree the spasms with
which Wall street was so lately afflicted. Says our Chicago contemporary:
When a $40,000,000 bond Issue
more than four times oversubscribed
it Is not easy to draw a long face and
whine of hard times rtnd ruin. NewYork's experience with Its big issue
has several lessons for the whiners.
The reason the earlier 4 per cent
Issue fell flat was that the Interest was
not high enough to be tempting in
comparison with the returns given by
railway and Industrial securities at
present prices. The reason the presper cent Issue, .Is so successent 4
ful is that the. interest Is high enough.
If the country were actually endur
ing hard times, as distinguished from
a period of stringency in the moneymarket, the present bond Issue would
not have been so eagerly snapped at.
If, on the other hand, there was In
d
the country at large a renlly
and abiding fear of the results
that were to flow from the policy of
the federal government against law- breaking corporations, then that earlier bond issue would have been as
eagerly taken as the present issue, for
It was Just as safe as the present Issue, and its very bedrock safety would
have made It tempting as an Investment at any price in contrast with the
suspected stocks.
We have proof of three things In
this New York experience. One is
that the country is not hard up. The
second Is that it is not frightened at
the future of the railroads and Industrial corporations. The third is that
have merely
Wall street alarmists
been "seeing things."
1
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Our styles are distinctive from
all

western styles as we

pur-

chase exclusively in the cast- -'
ern market.
MEXICO AND GUATEMALA

d

Mar-garit- o
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3 to 0 1. M. and 7 to 9 1'. M.
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Fall Opening

X

v

22

W.

are hiivlnn Utile scraps from time to time.
Wc are pleased to know that difficulties do
not beset us when It romes to retaining the
Rood will and continued patronage of people
who entrust us with their .plumbing contracts. Tho reason for this will easily manifest Itsidf once you have become acquainted
with tho claps of work we do. As wo employ only experienced plumbers and use the
best material you can depend on Retting
hiKh cliiss work at all times.
Estimates
cheerfully furnished.
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BellVlumhtr
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New

air-feed-

char-terlstlc- s,

Fall

Styles

LIGHTNING

HAY

PRESSE S. J. Korber & Co., N. Second

IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK
m to where to go for your plumbing,
let us enlighten you. If you want a
broken water or steam pipe fixed, new
fixtures, a bathroom put In, or a
furnace repaired, come to us. We do
new work oomalete of aar kind !
repair. Our work la right and so are
our prloea.

u

STANDARD

PLUMBING

AND

HEATING COMPANY.

Sugar Free!

THE SQUARE END OF IT
your end of It when you deal with us In
lumber, whether you want beam surfaced
one side or four; board plain or board
I

planed, tonxued and grooved; lath, shingles,
or what nut without knot or other defect.
If a stick of wood In this yard isn't first
class we tell you so, and chum you only
"seconds" price If you want It at all
Toun tor a square deal.

Hore-houn- d

n

sriH-erle-

s

TO-l.-

G6e

1Ú0 GHANDE

LVMBER. COMPANY

KH-I-
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Third and Marquette.' Phone 8
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Ages, with the Proper Tables for Calculating What Must Be Paid by the
Several Members In Order to Receive
the Said Advantages. By William Gordon, Boston. Sold by Joseph Edwards
and John Fleming. MDCCLXII."
This book contain
not a little
homely philosophy of life of the
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Among the bibliographical treasures of
the Poston public library Is:
"Tho Plan of a Society for Making
Provision Tor Widows bv Annuities for

be-- I

mklng the individual merely
ward of the state. Our Idea Is to en- h?ag! h,,m.t0outdo tnlnes " his own
for himself instead
or KLt0 ?00,k
looked out for.
why
sphmes
by which the
ltto
pension people are never
seriously entertained in the United
Males.
Massachusetts for several
.years past has had experience
with an
BKlUtion, carried on energetically by a
"'nail group of
persons,
establishment of a system by
which the workman will automatically pay taxes durin
productive
years and automaticallyhis come
into a
pension after he has passed a certain
Ro or has become
disabled. This
Man would be compulsory.
No escape from the taxation. No choice
in
the matter. As the average American
docs not like to have virtues rammed
down his throat, he has not shown
great enthusiasm for this method of
Riving him a pension.
A much more American scheme of
old age pensions is offered by the savings annuity, so say enthusiastic promoters of the plan by which savings
banks of' the Hay state have been
authorized at any time after Ndvembcr
1. 1907. to establish departments
for
Mealing in annuities as well as in small
industrial life insurance policies. He-- :
cause of the opposition of certain
to the idea of a savings Institution issuing life policies though insurance is basically only a form of
savings less public attention has been
directed to the importance of the provisions in the Brandcls-Whlt- o
bill regarding annuities of jano each which
""j
may
ivniuciu ui
purchase of any aii'ssacnusotls
savings, bank which
takes advantage of the , permission
granted by the new law.
Yet a chance is really offered, which,
if the departure is found successful In
one American state, will almost cer-- (
tainly be taken up In others, for enab-- .
ling persons of thrift and foresight to
pension themselves, in the most economical manner possible. Henceforth
it will be "up" to the forehanded.
Annuities, to be sure, have been less
In vogue in this country than in most
countries up to this time. There have
been greater profits for Insurance companies In handling the various kinds of
ilfo policies. Annuities have been issued for the most part as gifts from
some wealthy person to a poor rela-- .
tive or a dependent. Now and then a
man of wealth provides for himself In
this way against all possible vicissitudes of the stock market. The most
noted market operator in lioston is
said thus to have secured his future
with an annuity of $35,0(10.
Whether American wage earners
will buy annuities at the lowest possible price from the savings banks
which they have patronized to the extent of $3.482.1 27.198 Js what Is to be
tested In Massachusetts. The problem
is to discover if any considerable number of people arc willing to do their
duty by themselves and their families
without being led to do so by a persuasive agent.
Under the law the
banks are not to employ solicitors to
sell either annuities or policies.
The
business will be strictly "over the,
rounter." There will, however, doubtless be no reasons why the advantages
of this plan of voluntary old uge pensioning should not be set forth In the
form of such advertising as these Institutions do in the local press.
if successful, the scheme will carry
out In the. United Slates Ideas which
have belonged to the conception of the
annuity from the beginning. The
mathematics of the arrangement by
which a sum of money, either in a
single payment or a series of payments, can be so applied at compound
Interest as to produce annual payments of a tlxed amount during the
remaining life time of an average Individual wan first worked out by no
less a personage than the grand pensionary of Holland, John UeWItt, the
statesman, who so often led the Dutch
to victory against the KngHsh.
Do Witt, who had become Interested In speculiitlon then current regarding probabilities In games of chance,
was the first to establish for philanthropise purposes tables of mortality,
based on the register of births and
deaths In Dutch parishes. He wrote
Hnd presented to the states-generof
his nation a treaties on "life annuities"
lu which were laid down practically all
Ihe principien now In use. His was
; really a remarkable achievement. Most
of the other mathematicians of the ge
the gentle and pious I'ascal
were engaged in the less humanitarian
funk of discovering by what calculations they could break the bank at
dice or cards. Some time after De- Witt's tragic death at the hands of an
ungrateful populace, others developed
Among
the details of his scheme
- them, it Is well remembered,
was the
(,'ondorcct, who
French 'philosopher,
tables that
proved by mathematical
'the human race would soon be perHe committed
fect and immortal.
sulcldr, unfortunately, before he had
Illustrated his own theory.
Throughtout the eighteenth century,
when philosophical and practical designs for the benefit of humanity wer
popular, mathematicians were perfecting the arrangements by which annuiSoon associaties could be Issued.
tion began to handle them as a busiThe
ness of a beneficial character.
"Laudable Society of London, for the
widows',"
In
begun
was
1781.
benefit of
while the London Annuity society was
established In 1765. Throughout (test
lirltaln voluntary annuity, associations
were formed, many of which have
lasted down to this day. Tart of
of the Ideal savings Institution,
as outlined In 1807 by Samuel Whlt-- .
bread, the Whig reformer, was to proon favorable terms.
vida annuities
Kmlnent mathematicians, like the Itev.
Dr. Price, gave time and study to the
payments."
theory of "reversionary
,.In Hritlsh life, as every render of Ung-lls- h
novels learns, the annuity has
oiig been a very Important feature.
Speculations Hnd practices regarding
anuulUes aeread even to this country.

EtJ.i
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,

the-wor-

kind the author of "Poor Richard's
Almanac" must have approved, and a
lot of disagreements with the mortality tables used In Great Britain The
census of Massachusetts ordered by
Lieutenant Governor Hutchinson is
used to illustrate the author's points.
Renewed interest In this whole subject of the annuity Is predicted In this
country as n result of the general establishment of "savings and insurance" banks. Although rates, based
on speeino tables of mortality, must
obviously be prepared, by a state actuary, it Is possible to show In a een- eral way how easily an individual can
pension himself under the annuity system.
Suppose a man of thlrty'live
earning the good wages that are universal In this era of prosperity car-re- s
perhaps a little life Insurance that
affords present protection for his family.
But his children are already
growing up. What he has most seriously to consider henceforth Is not the
chance of early death, but how not to
beeome a burden to others after the
productive years are over; for men
wear out early In this strenuous age.
Such a man, earning, say, $30 or
$35 a week, might contract with tViree
savings bunks for "deferred" annuities of 100 each, to begin when he is
fifty. That would mean that for 'he
remainder of his Ufe after that age
he would have an annual pension of
$300. The exact cost of such protection during old age In an American
community cannot be stated.
That
will have to be determined by a state
actuary under the new savings insurance plan. Based, however, on the
classic English tables, the man's annual contribution between the nges of
35 u.rid 50," In order to effec t the purchase of these three annuities of $100
each, would 'amount to about $180
by no means an impossible savingfora
man earning $1,500 or more. And In
no other way unless through
the
accident- of lucky speculations could
's
a
be
savings
made to
yield, for him so large an income,
available at just the time of life when
he is most likely otherwise to become
dependent upon the charity of relatives.
Many other forms of annuity
betides the foregoing, are, of course,
possible.
Some Involve payment of a
lump sum at the date from which the
pensioning payments are made; oth
ers of a lump sum to be put on compound Interest years before this date.
The scheme to be adopted In Massachusetts will doubtless involve protection to those who purchase annuities
by Installment payments, so that If for
some reason, as on account of illness
or hiss of work, the payments have to
be discontinued, tho annuity will have
a surrender value just as a life policy
would in similar circumstances. These
matters were provided for In general
terms in the act recentlv drawn ut bv
Louis D. Brandéis and presented to the
legislature by Representative Norman
H. White, secretary of the Massachusetts Savings Insurance league.
The essential point Is that for the first
time the workers of an American state
are to have an opportunity, under
careful supervision of the common- wealth to effect their own old age pen- wage-earner-

sions.
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'George Washington university

W0Í1K

OF DOCTORS

In this!
city numbers among Its faculty Gen-- 1
Mv
Sternberg,
who holds
eral (íeinge

il

the title of Profesor of Preventivo
Medicine.
General Sternberg, who!
was surgeon general of the United1
nrmv from 1X9 until litOl!
'nt..u
learned by practical experience how
to deal with contagious diseases, tor
he served through numerous cholera
and yellow íevei' epidemics, had command of the medical service in' the
war with Spain and was a member
and secretary of the Havana yellow
lever commission or the national j
board of health in 1879.
General Sternberg, whose writings!
In the Science of preventive medicino
ACHIEVEMENTS OF
are recognized as those of one of the
world's foremost authorities, in an arPREVENTIVE MEDICINE ticle which appears among this year's
publications of George Washington
university, shows that the modern sel- warfare against disease la be- How People Died in 'the Good entitle
Ing .curried on in all parts of tho!
Americans have conquered
world.
Old Days"; Present Condi- yellow
fever in Its home In tho tropics.
On the
side of the globe, Ja- tions and the Promise of the pan's warother
with, Russia revealed how
well the little" brown men could do in
keeping their soldiers safe from at-- !
Future.
tacks by disease, and giving the lie to
the old assertion that more men are
killed In war by. sickness than by bul-- !
Washington, Sept. 14. Governor lets. It is Interesting
In this
to
.Magoon of Cuba, recently reported connection, that It was anote
Japanese,
to the authorities in Washington that trained in the
laboratory of the fa-- !
the outbreak of yellow fever in tho mous Professor Koch of Berlin, who
Island would be conquered before the discovered
minute bacillus which
end of September. This Is one of sev- is the cause the
of the plague, lor centureral recent happenings Indicating how ies the world's greatest scourge.
State- the doctor who may perhaps never menu of the mortality in epidemics:
make a cure has vindicated his right of plague seem scarcely believable In
to a high position in the medical pro- these days of the twentieth century,
fession
Y"Uow fever appeared
in Sixty-eigthousand people died of the
Cuba this year. Yet nobody was
In Undon in 1685; 76,000 died
alarmed, although there was disease
In Vienna in 167!; it killed 40,000 in
some natural exasperation because the 'Stockholm in 1704. A brief epidemic
Cubans could not or would not con- In central Europe in 1771 is estimated
tinue In practice the things whk'h to
caused a mortality of 300,- they had betn taught from the United 000.have
Even In the present century,
States. The Island again being un- plague caused thousands of deaths thi
in
der American control, steps wort China, but its spread was finally
promptly taken to give Yellow Jack checked. In the Philippines, where
his quietus and a national department the disease prevailed to a considerable
of sanitation was created to have full extent when our troops took possession
control of' anitary conditions. Even of the islands, it has been practically
before this was done Clenfuegos was exterminated through the efforts of tho
given a house cleaning such as it had medical ofticers of the army.
never known before. The men who ' The story of the trlumps of the men
devote themselves to the prevention of who believe in the ounce of prevendisease won a signal victory immedi- tion rather than the pound of euro is
ately after the Spanish-America- n
wur. graphically told by
set of fig- Had they continued In 'charge of the ures. Dr. Sternberganother
llnds that, acsituation, it is extremely doubtful if cording to the best estimates, the av- -i
the few recent cases of the once erage length of human life in the six- dreaded scourge would have appeared! teonth century' Was less than twenty
in the Island.
years. At tho present time it Is more'
On the Isthmus of Panama, throughtwice as long, and during tho
out the canal zone where the Ameri- than
attacked mankind. Thus tho
cans have full swing, yellow fever itpasthastwenty-five
average du- years
has been conquered for the first time ration of life has been the
lengthened by
in the history of that region. In a about six years. During tho tirst thirty-recent Interview, Dr. Paul M. Carpen- five
past century the
years
ter of Milton, Mass., chief of the sani-tai-- y Vital statistics ofofthe
city of Ixindon
the
department in the zone town
a mortality of about twenty- of Empire, says that so thoroughly showed
to a thousand.
At the present
has the war on the troublesome mos- nine tho mortality
in that great city
quito been carried on that "although time
to from 17 to 19 per
every bed Is provided with a mosquito has been reduced
Even moro notable results
netting, these defenses are now failing thousand.
been obtained in many parts of
into disuse. In hundreds of bed- have
as knowledge and
rooms, although the mosquito netting tho civilized worldprevention
of infecIs still visible, it hangs looped from methods in the
diseases have Increased and Imthe celling, and is never dropped tious
proved
und as hygienic conditions
Every Intelligent
about the bed."
been bettered.
American knows that, when the mos- have
Notwithstanding the story told by
quitoes have been
killed off and
statistics, there is plenty of work
proper sanitary regulations enforced, such
ahead
for the experts in the preven- danger
the
of the spread of yellow tlon of disease; The census
fevor has been practically eliminated. found that more than 3.r,000 bureau
people
Of course, yellow fever will appear
of typhoid' in tho United States1
from time to time, notwithstanding died
census rein 1900. 'According to
the tight waged against it. In 1905 turns there were 111,000thedeaths from
there was in .New Orleans, what was tuberculosis In the same year and it J:
according to present Ideas, an epi- Is probable that tho total number was
demic; yet it was small Indeed, when
least 1 45,00o1. Yet with increasing
compared with 'the ravages of the at
numbers of young men studying presame scourge before the doctors hnd ventive
medicine in, schools such as
discovered the pernicious activities of that maintained
by the George Washthe mosquitoes and began their wars ington university, with
public
upon these pests. Thus, in 1878, in an knowledge of sanitation greater
nnd with imepidemic In the Mississippi valley, 15,-9- proved conditions of living,
the tripeople died, and the number of umphs of the pusf will be surpassed
cases exceeded 74,000.
by the victories of tho future. So tho
Even before the adoption of mod- doctors
who never make a cure will be
ern methods in combatting tho dis- one
of the most lujeful members of tho
ease, something had been accom- community,
his life to replished by strict quarantine regula- search work devoting
to service on boards
tions.
During the first sixty years of health Hndand
niniilar bodies.
of the nineteenth century, yellow fever
prevailed almost annually in ono or
r.
TUAMIXG,
AUTISTIC
more of tho southern seaports of the HKASONAIH.K
KS. SIIOi:i,l
PKK
United States, and frequently extended
Its ravages to interior towns. In fact, & KEMMKIC Jill DIO, 313 2
AVE.
'
tho permanent residents of southern
cities commonly regarded it as a disMlnerul Water rurea and preease of the climate and a necessary venía HtlliotiNnrH. Ank your grocer for U.
evil against which It was useless to
impose quarantine restrictions.
GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL,
The fight with yellow fever may be
regarded as already won. The battld
with the great white scourgo Is being
- waged with Increasing vigor through...
v
'
:'
m
out the world, and It Is confidently
predicted that the time 1m coming ' ' i - m '
'
"'
..
when tuberculosis will be almost as
rare as smallpox. Diphtheria has losi
many of Its terrors. Typhoid is also
regarded as doomed, although It Is
i
still a serious menace In all parts of
the world. And the activities of tho
doctors who devote all their talent I
and energy to prevention rather than
cure are not confined to the battle
'
with contagious and infectious diseases. A noted physician in Uoston
has built up a large practice among Central 'Ave., and Second St.
people who are perfectly well and who
go to him at stated Intervals so that,
acting under his advice, they mux
THE MOST
Jteep well.
rrrv. ui'x ox ei hoix
The universities are beginning
to pean
1'íiA.V.
make special provision for the training of the men who will In the futuro
devote themselves to stamping out
A. S. BARRETT, Prop.
disease rather than to curing it after
I
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What the Morning Journal Does for Advertisers
and How It Does It.
Advertising in the Morning Journal has a far broader, deeper,
more satisfactory meaning than in any other New Mexico

..

newspaper.

.

It is synonymous

g
with conscientious, painstaking,
service. Service
mark you for when a Morning Journal solicitor is sent for he represents an organization
that will help you plan a campaign, write, illustrate, and set all
advertisements an organization that will see that your adresult-producin-

vertisements are placed in suitable positions that, in
short, will help you in every way to make your advertising a
mighty factor in making money for you.
When your advertisement is inserted in the Morning Journal
half of the work is done. The seed of success is sown. And
it goes into a fertile field the most representative homes of
Albuquerque and vicinity homes where the Morning !Jour- -'
nal Is so popular that it has a circulation in excess of the
combined dailies of New Mexico.
If

you are not advertising in the Morning
not saving
money.

?

Journal, you are

LOSING

PM-ITU-

CKN-TKA-

LBUOUERQUE

A

MORNING JOURNAL,

Foundry and Machine Works.
K. P. Hall, Proprietor.

frn

and Ilran Caatlnaa, Ore, Coal, and
Lumber Cara, Pulley., Grate Eari, Babbitt
Motal. Columna and Iron Frunta tor Build
Inn, Repalra on Mining and Mllllnt Machinery our apeclaltjr. FOUNDRY, Eaat Ride
of Railroad Track. Alhuouenue. New M"lec

Toti & Gradi

North Third Hired
Driller In
GKOCKKIKS, PROVISION, (KAIN, II AY
and h'ucl. Fine line of Imported Wint'H, I.I- quora nud Cinara,
l'lace your oiukra fort
1Mb lihf with tin

Ij

Morning Journal advertising is good for your competitors,
and it would be good for you.

I'nl-Pln-

Don't argue!
Don't infer!
Try it!
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pills:

ItlLtlP for StlFfMHIU MlllwnaOiTlfM.
Biryi Btu.
IK OWI TO MIL.
ffcrlifiQ (tuarauloori
of iln7 Kafata'lMl. Hrai prfptti
ft 11.00 iMtr hot. Will wnt them o i rial. V b i.i.t for
when Klicred. tUmpU Kre. "ywu druitl4u3 Ml
uts tac id ttna your orura mim
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Uhe Future Katlroad Center of JVeW Me rico

'

LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
OF THE ATCHISON, T0PEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE. N. M
IS AT
THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LIKES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM-LEAD- ING
EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTQN AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

The Helen UoWn and Improvement Company
oxcaxroftATxoi

Are the
ctrpntc. anrl auonnne rltrh In hn tintinare
the Bclen Townsite. Consisting of 1000 Business and Residen I nts. r7a 9ñ149 fp.fit. fmntíníz unnn AO nnri nt
center of the new city and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds, The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company is now grading (ts extensive depot grounds
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile long (capacity of 70 miles of side track) to accommodate its immense passenger and freight traffic, Harvey eating House, round house,
' coal
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc.
THE CITY OF BELEN has & population of 1500, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with its 150 Barrels a day capacity, winery,
etc. It is the
largest shipping point for floor, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico, From its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south, east and west, to all
points in the United States and Mexico its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated, All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to
Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast, The water is good and climate unsurpassed, Belen has a $16,000 public school house, two churches,- a commercial
cfub, three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a good
newspaper and a good hotel, The lots ottered are low in prices and terms easy, 0n3 third of purmay remain on note and mortgage for one year with interest at 8 per cent per annum. TitJo perfect and warranty deeds given,
chase money cash;
iunió caiij ii yuu ion iu &ui;uio uio uiuico iois f or runner panicuiars ano pnces oí lots can in person or writ8 to
owners of
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'The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHN VECKER. President

WM. M.
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cldthcs this fall; and that you must have Hart
Then come to us.
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show you how the all wool quality of these garments, the fine tailoring, the fit and style, make them
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signa and aises either single, double or twlii
beds, from our magnificent stock of. bedroon
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Decorative Art
Schaff-ne-
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kc up your mind that you want to pay a little more for

Finished Within Six Weeks,

.

.'.

Fresh air, comfort and cleanllnc

-

td ou that better clothes

seroniwos

SUNDAY SEPTEMBERS
Superintendent John B, Harper
Called 1 :45 Sharp.
Says Big Indian Irrigation First Game
for price of one.
Reservoir Will Have Been Two games

-

'

manufactured.

now ,belng
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perfection than in th

have never been shown in this city and cordially invite
you to examine 'them whether you want to purchase or

TRACTION PARK

Mexico.

show windows.

in sleeping rooms can show no Mgher. con

cured
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AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP
OF NEW MEXICO.
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Modern Furnishing
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DOUBLE HEADER

A. V. Wetzel, a merchant of Gallup,
spent yesterday In the city.
Joseph Ribo, of Grants, was among
the arrivals in Albuquerque yesterday.
Jiilhw Stiiab returned yesterday
from a business trip to southern New

IfPiiwif
in

Now on exhibition at our store and reflected in our big

STORAGE DAM

Stock in the Soutliuest
í

I Fall

GROCERY,

118 W. Gold: Phone 235

IS NEARLY

In the evrnt that yoa should not ra- reive ymir mnrnlnn paper telapbona
the l'ontnl Tlrroph Company, flvin
name and adilreaa and tha paper will
be delivered by a apeclat messenger.
Telephone it.

'7

I;

FRANK TROTTER, Mgr.
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Tlio Largos! Humljor of

Packages, at the

We Shoe and Clothe the Feet. RICHELIEU
216 West Central Avenue.

:

In

Crackers

THE IDEAL SHOE STORE
LEON

ofL

The finest asortment

We are showing the most
tine of footwear ever shown In the
ity, at popular prices. Values in every
pair. Children's school shoes a specially. Fit and wear guaranteed.
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on china finds full exemplification in the
many ornate designs it's our pride to ex
hibit.
Costa you nothing to see this artistic display; but we say frankly that looking gen
erally ends tn buying. Roal china beauties
are our dinner sets of 100 pieces. The price
will amase you when you see a fine Austrian pattern for

$17.50

,

II. J. T'.emls arrived here yesterday
John B. Harper, superintendent of
from Thoreau on a business and Irrigation
works for the Pueblo Injilear in iiir,
dians, was a visitor in Albuquerque
the cheapest clothes for you to buy. The more you pay
11,,1nlnn nf Poroníl. N. M.. yesterday on business. He will return
Snhtai
Is in Albuquerque for a few days to tonleht to Zunl. where work on the
un,,,,,
STRONG BLOCK.
big Zunl storage reservoir is nearing
visit relatives.
for .Hart Schaffner & Marx clojthes the more .you get.. . "...
Fred I Meyerhoff, a merchant of comidetlon. present Indications," said
itifi .situ i
Holhruok, Ariz., transacted business Mr"From
will
dam
nleht.
last
"the
Harner
WHO DOES YOUR ELECTRICAL WORK?
Per box, only
in Albuquerque yesterday.
have been completed within a month
Attorney General A. B. Fall was in or six weeks. The construction work
the city yesterday fur an hour on his has been going on rapidly of late, al- way to Santa Fe from El i'aso.
thiiffh aa a whnln It has hpen slOW.
'the
the larirelv because óf the nature ofyears
11. Neumann and L. Ohlin, of
Three
ííuum Trading company at Guam, N. eround and the location.
consumed in building the
M.. ai in the city to remain over have been value,
however, to the Indam. Its
Sunday.
dians and their property will more
Ariz.,
Flagstaff,
G. C. Maple, of
than repav the government for the
v:"'
502 W. CENTRAL AVENUE, .
Albuquerque Cash Grocery
hpent yesterday In the city visiting exnense. since It will make these InJoat.
at
is
patient
a
who
brother,
his
The water
dians
seph's hospital.
comes from the Zunl mountains, and
Company, Homer H. Ward, Manager
!5233s?2
the InBECAUSE THEY DO THE RIGHT KIND OF WORK
Supervisor 11. H. Harris of the for- with the reservoir In operation lack
FOR
of
for
never
can
suffer
Marblo-Pho- ne
206
est service, left last night for a trip dians
W.
315
it
of
plenty
had
have
over the .Mount Taylor reserve, which water. Thev
THE RIGHT PRICES.
this vear without the dam, for the
is under his direction.
and their
abundant
been
has
rainfall
O. A. Matson, who fell Thursday crons and ranges are In excellent conunion evening service at 7:30. Adund sprained one of hU legs, was able dition.
The Indians have been so dress by Mrs. Mary Foster Bryner on
to
expects
bi
....
and
yesterday
up
.
to sit
prosperous, in fact, that it has been the "World's Convention in Rome."
a
able to walk by Tuesday.
STREET,
uay:
difficult to ret them to work.
SECOND
ror
me
SOUTH
order
are
the
Following
210
e
eighty-onIs
reel
"The Zuri dam
for the Blue-- I
11. L. lluvia, engineer
Morning Worshlo.
In deen at the head and 440 feet in Organ voluntary.
eoliinanv.
irriImportant
most
Is
length.
the
It
charge of the operations at Uluewater,
"Glorious inings oí nice
gation work the government has un- Hymn
All kinds of coul and wood.
is In the city to remain over Sunday.
Are Spoken."
4NNOLNCI.S 1IEK
Indians."
for
the
dertaken
uniting.
all
Creed,
Apostles'
which
team,
ball
buse
The Socorro
registers from
Mr. Harper
is to go against the two local amateur
he says he Gloria Patri. reading, thirty-sevent- h
Colo., although
teams at Traction park this afternoon, does not get to see his home more IleRponsive
Hew Stock
Received
;
Sunday.
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
will arrive from Socorro this morning. than three
four times In a year.
Parks
Cross"
ir
Wondrous
"The
I'robate Clerk A. K. Walker yesterMale Quartet.
at the
PHONE 4.
5
day Issued a license to wed to IS. N.
Scripture.
to
I'al.,
and
Tulare,
Taylor, uged 6, of
Prayer.
Miss I'euil Odenbaugh, aged 1, of
Offertory.
!
Visalla, Cul.
Hymn "The Church's One FounCONCEPTION.
.MM
I
UTLATK
Pastor
shipped
First Street Z Marquette Avenue. . Albuquerque, New Mexico 1
from
dation"
yesterday
Victor Saia
ull aUea.
ANTHRACITE
Early mass, 7 a. m.; high mass and
Comthe Albuquerque slock yards two cars sermon, 9:30 a. m.: evening service Hymn "How Gentle God's
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